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Item #:
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Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Round 2 Public
Consultation - Report Back

RECOMMENDATION
1. THAT Council direct staff to proceed with the next steps towards establishing a
Heritage Conservation Area in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood.
2. THAT Council direct staff to include the following items, as discussed under the
Areas of Consistent Feedback section of this report, for the purposes of creating the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy:
 Exclusion of non-residential properties;
 Inclusion of multi-family properties zoned for single detached dwelling use;
 Advanced protection for Colonial (Pre-1900) and Boom (1900-1929) era
houses; and
 Exclusion of protection for Contemporary (1976-today) era houses.
3. THAT Council endorse the Advanced Protection level for Wartime (1930 -1949) era
houses for the purposes of creating the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
policy.
4. THAT Council endorse the Limited Protection level for Post-Modern (1950-1975) era

houses for the purposes of creating the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
policy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report outlines the results gathered from the second round of consultation for the
proposed Heritage Conservation Area in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The public
consultation, held in March 2017, included a weekend and evening open house as well as an
online survey. Feedback was also sought from a number of different stakeholder groups
through a series of workshops. Regional stakeholders were also consulted.
As directed by Council in January 2017, staff prepared a draft of the provisions of a Heritage
Conservation Area and a draft of new design guidelines (which would become mandatory
should the Heritage Conservation Area be implemented). The goal of the second round of
consultation was twofold: (1) to confirm with the community the level of heritage protection
that should be provided within the Heritage Conservation Area; and (2) to ensure that design
guidelines based on the “traditional New Westminster architectural character” would be
appropriate to the neighbourhood.
Overall, the consultation results indicate that there is moderate support (approximately 58%)
for a Heritage Conservation Area. This is a decrease in overall support from the first round
of consultation in which overall support was 76%. The results of the second round of
consultation continue to indicate that there is support for protection of older houses (pre 1900 to 1929) in the neighbourhood. There also continues to be strong support for exempting
newer houses (1976 to today). However, the results relating to the protection for Wartime
(1930-1949) and Post-Modern (1950-1975) houses are mixed.
At this time, staff is seeking Council direction on proceeding with a Heritage Conservation
Area for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. Should Council support a Heritage Conservation
Area, staff is also requesting direction on what level of protection should be afforded to
Wartime era (1930-1949) and Post-Modern era (1950-1975) houses. Should the City proceed
with a Heritage Conservation Area, the next step would be for staff to draft an administrative
policy, which could be presented to Council by mid- April 2017. Further next steps are
presented later in the report.
PURPOSE
This report contains a summary of the feedback received during the second round of public
consultation regarding a proposed Heritage Conservation Area for the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood. This report provides an analysis of the results and requests that Council
direct staff on the next steps as it relates to the development of the proposed policy.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Heritage Conservation Areas
Enabled through Section 614 of the Local Government Act, a Heritage Conservation Area is
a distinct neighbourhood, characterized by its historic value, which is identified in a City’s
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Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage conservation purposes. The Heritage
Conservation Area is an area management tool, which would include both heritage
protection for existing buildings and design control for new construction. The goal of a
Heritage Conservation Area is to ensure change is respectful of existing heritage character.
A Heritage Conservation Area may specify conditions under which heritage protection
requirements do not apply to a property, or alternatively, specify conditions under which
additional requirements for heritage protection would apply. Heritage protection could
include the requirement that changes to a building in the area be approved by Council (or its
delegate).For purposes of analysis and establishing a policy direction, this report refers to
three potential levels of heritage protection—Advanced, Standard, and Limited. Design
control over entirely new construction could apply for any property in the area, if the level of
heritage protection assigned to that property allowed the owner to replace an existing
building.
A Heritage Conservation Area provides a layer of regulation in addition to that of the OCP
and the Zoning Bylaw, which continue to apply to the properties along with other city-wide
policies and bylaws. The Heritage Conservation Area would not remove development
entitlements associated with zoning. All properties, protected or not, would continue to be
able to build to the density and other requirements listed in the property’s zoning, though the
manner in which properties were altered would be subject to the City’s approval.
The inclusion of a property within a Heritage Conservation Area does not require the
permission of the property owner, even for the Advanced level of protection. The usual
notification requirements apply to the Public Hearing that is required for the Bylaw that
establishes the Heritage Conservation Area. Upon the implementation of a Heritage
Conservation Area, there is no requirement for compensation to a property owner by the
City.
Possible Levels of Heritage Protection
A Heritage Conservation Area policy may specify conditions under which the standard
heritage protection requirements do not apply to a property, or alternatively, specify
conditions under which additional heritage protection would apply. It is propose d that the
principal criterion would be a property’s age. Staff propose that three general levels of
protection be considered for the properties in the Heritage Conservation Area—Advanced,
Standard, and Limited.
Advanced (high level of protection)
Advanced Level protection would not be as strong as individual property Heritage
Designation. However, it would include the requirement than an owner obtain a Heritage
Alteration Permit for major construction activities on the front, sides or visible roofline of
the building, for demolition of the building, or for lot subdivision. Exterior renovations
requiring a permit would need to comply with design guidelines.
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Requiring approval through a permit does not mean that the activity is prohibited.
Additionally, property owners with buildings in this level of protection could apply to the
City to reduce or remove the protection on the building by moving the property to the
Limited Protection level. As with all levels of protection in a Heritage Conservation Area, a
property’s zoning and density entitlements would not be affected.
Standard (moderate level of protection)
Standard Level protection would include the requirement that an owner obtain a Heritage
Alteration Permit for demolition of the house or subdivision of the lot. Renovations to the
properties in this level would not require a Heritage Alteration Permit and would not be
required to conform to the design guidelines.
Similar to the Advanced Level, requiring approval for a demolition does not mean that
demolition is prohibited, only that it must first be reviewed and could be denied. However,
property owners with buildings in this level of protection could apply to the City to remove
the protection by moving the property to the Limited Protection level. As with all levels of
protection in a Heritage Conservation Area, a property’s zoning and density entitlements
would not be affected.
Limited (low level of protection)
Limited Level protection would exempt existing buildings from any heritage protection and
only require Heritage Alteration Permits for subdivision of the lot and new construction on
the lot. The design guidelines would apply to any new construction on these properties.
Property owners could apply to the City to increase the level of protection on their property
by moving it to the Advanced Protection level, through listing on the Heritage Register,
voluntary Heritage Designation or through a Heritage Revitalization Agreement.
BACKGROUND
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
There are approximately 700 residential properties in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The
properties are mostly zoned RS-1 and the majority take the architectural form of singledetached dwellings (house), though some of those dwellings include multiple units. The
majority of the houses in the neighbourhood (approximately 40%) were built between 1900
and 1930 during the City’s economic boom. There is a very high number of original
buildings in the neighbourhood.
Currently, 4% of the properties in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood have legal heritage
protection and another 3% are formally recognized (listed on the Heritage Register) for their
heritage value.
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The houses in the neighbourhood can be categorized by era of development. A summary of
the neighbourhood is shown below:
Housing Style
Colonial Era Houses
Boomtime Houses
Wartime Houses
Post-modern Era Houses
Contemporary Houses
Designated Houses
Register Listed houses

Date of Era
Pre-1900
1900-1929
1930-1949
1950-1975
1976-today
Mixed
Mixed

# Houses
73
300
140
49
95
26
19

%Neighbourhood
10%
43%
20%
7%
13%
4%
3%

Heritage Value of the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
Through 2008-2009, the City conducted an extensive city-wide neighbourhood historic
context statements project. Through this project, staff worked with a consultant team to
conduct historic research and consult with the community in order to create a summary of
each of the city’s neighbourhood’s key heritage elements.
From the Queen’s Park neighbourhood’s Historic Context Statement, and a Summary of
Historic Values, which was developed by the Working Group through community
consultation, staff has drafted a Statement of Significance (SOS) for the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood (Attachment 1). The SOS describes the heritage value and characteristics of
the neighbourhood, and is a guiding document for the Heritage Conservation Area.
The SOS describes the neighbourhood’s buildings’ associations with historic figures and
events, their cultural significance to New Westminster, and the high aesthetic value of both
the buildings and streetscapes. The development of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood is seen
to be reflective of the history of New Westminster throughout the twentieth century, and as
such merits heritage recognition and protection.
Queen’s Park Historic District (1999)
In 1999, the Queen’s Park neighbourhood was formally recognized as a Historic District
within the city. At this time, Historic District signage was erected, and voluntary design
guidelines were developed for new construction, though these guidelines have not been
frequently applied in the last decade.
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study (2013-2016)
In the spring of 2013, concern was expressed from the Queen’s Park neighbourhood
regarding the loss of heritage houses. Additionally, a number of delegations to Council
indicated that new construction was not in-keeping with the character of the neighbourhood
(not following the voluntary guidelines). In the fall of 2013, Council launched a study and
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established the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Working Group to explore heritage
conservation options for the area.
In April 2016, after more than two years of consultation and research, the Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood Heritage Study concluded, and the Working Group provided its final
recommendations to Council. The study included four rounds of public open houses and two
household surveys. The recommendations included that Council look into establishing a
Heritage Conservation Area for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood in order to provide both
design control for new buildings and heritage protection for its older properties. The Study
also recommended that during the exploration of a Heritage Conservation Area, Council
establish a Heritage Control Period.
Queen’s Park Heritage Control Period (2016-2017)
On June 16, 2016, a temporary Heritage Control Period Bylaw was adopted for the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood. Per that bylaw, exterior renovations to the front, sides or visible
roofline (including demolition) on buildings in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood which were
constructed before 1967 would require a Heritage Alteration Permit. New construction of a
single-detached dwelling within the neighbourhood would also require a Heritage Alteration
Permit. Through the Heritage Control Period Bylaw, the Historic District design guidelines
(1999) have become temporarily mandatory for new construction and projects on buildings
built before 1967.
Previous Council Direction
In May 2016, Council endorsed a general scope, work plan and budget for the exploration of
a Heritage Conservation Area for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. In October 2016,
Council endorsed a more detailed work plan, which included two rounds of community
consultation.
At the November 28, 2016 Council Workshop, Council directed staff to proceed with
consultation in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood regarding a Heritage Conservation Area,
including determining the level of community support for such an initiative. Council also
hosted a conversation related to the protection levels available to the City through a Heritage
Conservation Area, directing staff to explore a three-tier protection system. Additionally,
during this workshop session, Council endorsed heritage conservation and design principles
as the basis for public consultation on a Heritage Conservation Area.
On January 30, 2017, staff reported back to Council on the results of the consultation
process, including the following:

 General support for a Heritage Conservation Area (approximately 76% of respondents) ;
 Range of support for protection of houses, depending on the building’s age; and
 High support for mandatory design guidelines for new construction (approximately 82%
of respondents).
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At that time, Council directed staff to use those results to craft the draft provisions of a
Heritage Conservation Area (included as Attachment 2) and provided further direction on the
design guidelines.
On February 20, 2017 and March 6, 2017, Council endorsed a draft of the heritage protection
provisions and a draft framework for the design guidelines for use in community
consultation. The second round of consultation provided a public platform for review and
comment on the proposed draft policy and draft design guidelines. These draft documents
were brought forward to the public and stakeholders throughout the month of March 2017.
The results of the second round of community consultation are detailed through this report.
CONSULTATION PROCESS
Consultation Purpose
The second round of consultation sought feedback from the community on the following key
topics:

 What level of protection (Advanced, Standard or Limited) should be applied to each of
the identified housing eras?
 Should properties already zoned commercial, institutional, townhouse and low-rise
residential be included in the Heritage Conservation Area?
 Five low-rise apartments in the neighbourhood are on RS-1 zoned properties and would
not be entitled to build to a greater density without rezoning. Should these properties be
subject to the Heritage Conservation Area policy?; and
 Are the draft design guidelines for new buildings, based on the “traditional New
Westminster architectural character”, and for protected building renovations and
landscape design, appropriate to the neighbourhood?

The second round of consultation engaged community members, heritage stakeholders, the
Working Group, City committees and commissions, design professionals, local realtors, and
Regional stakeholders as summarized below. A further summary of the major elements,
including the raw data and verbatim comments from this round of consultation, has been
compiled by the public engagement consultant Dialog Design. Their summary is included in
this report as Attachment 3.
Promotion of Consultation Events
Public Events
The public open house dates were endorsed by Council in February 2017, and were
announced by staff at the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association meeting on February 19,
2017. Invitations to the open houses were mailed directly to every household in the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood. These open house invitations also included a link to the online survey.
A notice of the event dates and survey link was included in Citypage (paper and online) three
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times, as early as one month prior to the events. Further, in the weeks leading up to the open
houses, the City used social media to continue to promote the consultation.
Targeted Workshops
Heritage Stakeholders
Heritage stakeholder groups were previously identified through the Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood Heritage Study (2013-2016), and have been actively engaged throughout the
process. Electronic invitations to the Heritage Stakeholder Workshop event were distributed
to the appropriate members of each group approximately two to three weeks prior to the
meeting.
Local Practitioners
Electronic invitations to the Local Practitioners Workshop event were distributed
approximately two weeks prior to the meeting and included builders, architects, house
designers and heritage conservation professionals. All heritage conservation professionals
who work on projects in New Westminster were invited to the session. The architects,
designers and builders invited included those who frequently work in the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood, and all those who submitted a project under the Heritage Control Period. In
total, 20 practitioners were invited.
Realtors
Electronic invitations to the Information Session were distributed to the offices of the
following realty organizations, which have recently facilitated the purchase of property in or
near the Queen’s Park neighbourhood:









Stonehaus Realty
Park Georgia Realty
Sutton Coquitlam
Garbutt + Dumas Real Estate
Assist to Sell
Keller Williams Black Diamond
ReMax Central
Royal Le Page

Invitations were issued approximately three weeks prior to the meeting and were forwarded
to the organization’s main administrative e-mail address.
Summary of Public Open Houses
Public open houses took place at City Hall on Wednesday March 8, 2017 from 5:30-8:30 pm
and Saturday March 11, 2017 from 1:00-4:00 pm. The events included interactive boards
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which both presented information and obtained community input through various activities
and space for comments. Participants were encouraged to provide their feedback on the
boards, in an anonymous comments box, and engage with staff on the topic should they have
questions.
A summary of the events and reduced-size copies of the boards presented at the open houses
are included in the attached consultant’s report (Attachment 3). The raw data and verbatim
feedback from the boards and the comment boxes are also included in that report.
Summary of Open House Participants
Seventy-five people attended the first public open house and 63 people attended the second
public open house for a total of 138 participants. This is a total increase of approximately
30% over the previous round’s open houses, which hosted 106 participants. More than 90%
of open house participants indicated they lived in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. Based on
the demographic information provided at the events, it is quite representative of the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood’s population. Of note, renters were under-represented in the open
houses.
Summary of Public Online Survey
A survey relating to the Heritage Conservation Area was made available through the City’s
website from March 8-23, 2017. The survey questions took approximately 15 minutes to
complete.
Screen shots of the survey’s pages are available in Attachment 4. In addition to the
consultant’s summary, the raw data and feedback from the comments section of the survey
are also included in that report.
Summary of Survey Participants
The online survey was completed by 103 respondents. However, the total number of survey
participants decreased by 40% as compared with the first consultation round survey. Similar
to the open houses, based on the demographic information provided through the survey, it is
quite representative of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood’s population, though renters were
again under-represented.
Seventy-five percent of respondents to the online survey indicated they lived in the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood. Analysis of responses from those identifying as Queen’s Park
neighbourhood residents versus those respondents from outside the neighbourhood indicate
similar results from each group.
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Summary of Heritage Stakeholder Workshop
A heritage stakeholder workshop took place on March 7, 2017 at City Hall from 6:30 -8:30
pm. At the event, a presentation was given by staff to the participants in order to introduce
the proposed Heritage Conservation Area provisions and the draft design guidelines. The
participants were then engaged in a review and discussion of the protection provisions, as
well as a small group activity relating to design guidelines. The participants provided small group report backs at the end of the session, a summary of which is included in the
consultant’s report (Attachment 3), on pages 7-9.
Summary of Stakeholder Workshop Participants
Twenty five participants attended the workshop, representing four groups:





The
The
The
The

Queen’s Park Residents’ Association (directorship)
Community Heritage Commission
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Working Group
New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society (directorship)

8 directors
4 members
10 members
5 directors

Though many members of the heritage stakeholder groups live in the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood, two of the bodies (the New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society and
the Community Heritage Commission) represent a city-wide heritage mandate.
Summary of Local Practitioner Workshop
A local practitioners’ workshop took place on March 9, 2017 at City Hall from 9:00-11:00
am. At the event, a presentation was given by staff to the participants in order to introduce
the proposed Heritage Conservation Area provisions. Unlike the heritage stakeholders’
workshop, this workshop focused solely on the design guidelines. As such, following a staff
presentation, an in-depth presentation was given by the design consultant’s team Donald
Luxton and Associates. The consultant team then hosted a conversation with the participants
relating to the implementation of the design guidelines. The consultant team also sought
feedback on specific provisions of the guidelines. An anonymous comments box was
provided at the door.
Summary of Practitioners Workshop Participants
A designer, a builder, two architects and four heritage professionals attended the workshop.
Two of the participants had previous experience with the Heritage Control Period.
Summary of Realtors Information Session
An information session was held for local realtors on March 9, 2017 at City Hall from 1:303:30 pm. At the event, a presentation was given by staff to the participants in order to
introduce the proposed Heritage Conservation Area provisions. Staff took comments and
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answered questions relating to the proposed policy. An anonymous comments box was
provided at the door.
Summary of Information Session Participants
Eleven local realtors attended the session, nine represented ReMax Advantage.
Queen’s Park Residents’ Association Meetings
On February 19, 2017, staff attended the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association to present the
results of the first round of consultation. The presentation also described the proposed policy
and promoted the second round of consultation (including open house events and the online
survey). Staff also facilitated a lengthy question-and-answer period.
A follow up presentation to the Residents’ Association is planned for their next regularly
scheduled meeting on April 8, 2017.
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Working Group
The Working Group saw early versions of the draft design guidelines and Heritage
Conservation Area policy provisions, and provided feedback prior to the public comment
period. The Working Group also provided feedback on the provisions through their
attendance at the Heritage Stakeholders Workshop.
An additional meeting of the Working Group was called to provide a formal
recommendation on the proposed policy options. Their recommendations from this meeting
are detailed later in this report.
Summary of City Committee Consultation
Community Heritage Commission
Updates regarding the Heritage Conservation Area exploration were provided to the
Community Heritage Commission (CHC) at their regularly scheduled meetings, as detailed
in the Council endorsed work plan. For the 2017 term of the CHC, a standing item relating to
the Heritage Conservation Area was added to the CHC’s regular agenda.
Members of the CHC provided direct feedback in the public consultation through their
attendance at the Heritage Stakeholder’s Workshop. On April 5, 2017, the CHC provided a
formal recommendation on the proposed policy options. Their recommendations from this
meeting are detailed later in this report.
Advisory Planning Commission
The Heritage Conservation Area policy, as it was proposed in the community consultation,
was brought forward for comment to members of the Advisory Planning Commission (APC)
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on March 21, 2017. Members of the Commission were generally supportive of the level of
protection provided by the proposed Heritage Conservation Area, or sought greater
protection. An excerpt of the draft minutes of this meeting is included as Attachment 5.
New Westminster Design Panel
The principles and general scope of the draft design guidelines were presented to the New
Westminster Design Panel on January 24, 2017. Overall, the Panel was supportive of the
performance based approach of the design guidelines (in contrast to the style -based method
which formed the basis of the voluntary Historic District design guidelines).
A full draft of the design guidelines, incorporating the Panel’s previous feedback, was
presented to Panel members on March 28, 2017. The Panel was supportive of the proposed
framework. The Panel also expressed support for the guidelines ability to allow for discretion
in design, subject to a few key design requirements. An excerpt of the draft minutes of this
meeting is included as Attachment 6.
Regional Stakeholder Consultation
On February 20, 2017, Council directed staff to initiate consultation regarding the proposed
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area with regional stakeholders, in accordance with
Section 475 and 476 of the Local Government Act.
Staff consulted with the following regional stakeholders:






Metro Vancouver;
Councils of immediately adjacent municipalities;
BC Heritage Branch;
Qayqayt First Nation; and
The Board of Education of New Westminster School District.

To date Metro Vancouver, the BC Heritage Branch, and the City of Burnaby have
responded; no concerns were raised by any of the respondents.
OVERVIEW OF FEEDBACK
High Rate of New Participants
On average, 43% of respondents at the open houses and from the online survey indicated
they had not previously participated in any of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
engagement activities. This is a high rate of new participants. Analysis of responses from
those identifying as being first-time participants versus those of respondents who had
previously participated indicate similar results from each group.
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Decreased Public Support for Heritage Conservation Area
In this round of consultation, an average of 58% of open house respondents indicated that
some form of protection is appropriate, as compared to Round 1 where approximately 76%
of open house respondents indicated overall support for a Heritage Conservation Area
policy. As such, the new results demonstrate an 18% decrease in overall support.
General Comments
A decrease in overall support is also reflected in the general comments of participants.
Seventy-three general comments were left at the public open houses, reflecting
approximately 51% of the number of participants. In the online survey, 80 general comments
were provided, reflecting approximately 77% of the number of responses. The verbatim
comments for both the online survey and the open houses are included as appendices in the
consultant’s summary report (see Attachment 3).
The sentiment of the general comments can be broken down as follows:
Consultation Group
Open Houses
Online Survey

Positive
18 comments (25%)
25 comments (31%)

Neutral/Questions
17 comments (23%)
7 comments (9%)

Negative
38 comments (52%)
48 comments (60%)

Themes of Concern
An analysis of the negative comment themes indicates three main issues identified by
participants who do not support creating a Heritage Conservation Area, as summarized
below with staff comments.
1) Heritage Protection and Property Value
12% of the general comments reflected a concern relating to potential loss in property values
(or reduced market price) due to the Heritage Conservation Area designation. Property value
was cited in 21% of the negative comments: eight out of 38 negative comments from the
open house, and 10 out of 48 negative comments from the online survey.
Staff Comments:
It is difficult to accurately determine if a Heritage Conservation Area designation impacts
individual property values and to what extent. Property prices are driven by a number of
factors including lot size, location, condition and other property-specific characteristics.
However, the most significant contributor to property price and lot value is the regional
housing market which is more likely to impact property prices, and have a greater impact,
than heritage protection.
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The most comprehensive research on the relationship between property values and heritage
protection has been conducted in Ontario—a province with more than 100 Heritage
Conservation Areas, and which can provide a general understanding of how heritage
protection may influence property values. Overall, this strong body of literature indicates that
residential Heritage Conservation Areas maintain consistent property values as compared to
other non-protected neighbourhoods with similar characteristics (such as lot sizes, proximity
to urban centers, and similar density entitlements). A number of the studies indicate that,
though property values are similar and property prices rise at a similar rate, heritage property
prices are more stable (less subject to the peaks and valleys of market forces). Additionally, a
prominent study suggests that, because Heritage Conservation Areas result in more overview
of the form and character of new development, they are considered to be “more desirable
areas” and the property prices are resultantly higher than similar, non-protected
neighbourhoods.
The City of Vancouver commissioned an economic analysis of heritage protection and
property prices during the implementation of a Heritage Conservation Area in First
Shaughnessy in 2015. The report acknowledges that there would likely be downward
pressure on the market price due to the cost premium for renovation, and more significantly
due to the fact that a segment of the market prefers to buy or build a new house rather than
renovate an older one. However, the report also concludes: (1) that there would likely not be
a significant or persistent drop in property value; (2) that any drop would likely be offset in
less than two years at the 2015 pace of price growth in the neighbourhood; (3) that it could
be offset by the addition of floor space, addition of a carriage house, and/or addition of
suites; and (4) the assessed value of protected properties did not appear to change for lots
smaller than 33,200 sq.ft. The last point is of particular significance to Queen’s Park, as all
of the properties that would be within the conservation area would be smaller than 33,200
sq.ft.
2) Heritage Protection and Property Rights
11% of the general comments reflected concerns relating to a decrease in property right
(individual control over changes to a building) should the Heritage Conservation Area be
implemented. Property right was cited in19% of the negative comments: nine out of 38
negative comments from the open house, and seven out of 48 negative comments from the
online survey.
Staff Comments:
Under a Heritage Conservation Area, there could be a requirement for a Heritage Alteration
Permit for alterations to existing buildings and replacement of buildings, and a review
against a set of regulations (design guidelines). Requiring approval through a permit does not
mean that the construction activity is prohibited. The goal of requiring approval is to ensure
that the changes proposed to the property would be consistent with the Heritage
Conservation Area’s design guidelines, and overall heritage principles.
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A property’s entitlements through the zoning (for example, how much density is allowed on
a lot or the ability to build a deck, garage, or swimming pool) would not be affected by the
Heritage Conservation Area. However, property rights would be restricted somewhat in
regards to the design and siting of those features: they would be required to conform to the
design guidelines and principles of heritage best practices. Where a reduction in private
property rights would occur, is that through the permitting system Council has the authority
to deny a permit application if it is not in keeping with the intent of the Heritage
Conservation Area policy and design guidelines; whereas, if no permits were required this
would not be the case.
3) Shifting Assessment Responsibility and Cost to Owner
8% of the general comments reflected concerns about the implementation of a Heritage
Conservation Area as it relates to increased burdens on home owners (such as administrative
process). This theme was cited in 14% of the negative comments: seven out of 38 co mments
from the open house, and five out of 48 comments from the online survey.
Staff Comments:
Should a Heritage Conservation Area be implemented, most of the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood properties would become protected through the Advanced or Standard le vels
of protection. As such, in order for a property to have its protection level decreased, the
owner would need to “opt-out” and would likely be required to obtain a Heritage Assessment
as part of the application process at their cost (approximately $1,5 00) to determine if any
cultural, social, historic or aesthetic value is tied to the property. Therefore, the responsibility
and cost of proving whether or not a particular house has heritage value is the property
owner’s. Given that the overall goal of the Heritage Conservation Area is to protect heritage
assets, and that the City proposes to establish a clear process through which homeowners
could seek to demonstrate that their house has no heritage merit, staff considers the shift of
responsibility and cost to be reasonable.
ANALYSIS
Key Questions
The second round of consultation sought feedback on four topic areas: (1) whether or not to
include non-residential properties; (2) whether or not to include multi-family properties
zoned for single detached dwellings; (3) what level of protection to apply to each building
era; and (4) whether or not the elements included in the design guidelines were appropriate.
Analysis of the results is summarized below.
1) Support to Exclude Non-Residential Properties
It is currently proposed that the Heritage Conservation Area policy will not be applicable to
properties in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood that are zoned commercial (C),
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institutional (P), low-rise multi-family (RM) or townhouse (RT). These properties would not
be included in the Heritage Conservation Area in any way. A map of these properties is
included as Attachment 7. The excluded properties are greyed out on that map. Properties in
white would be subject to the Heritage Conservation Area policy.
There was a high level of support for not including these properties in the Heritage
Conservation Area.
Seventy-seven percent of respondents at the open houses indicated they supported the
exclusion of these properties, 71% of online survey respondents also supported the exclusion
of these properties, and all groups at the Heritage Stakeholder workshops indicated their
support for excluding the properties.
Consultation Group
Open Houses
Online Survey
Heritage Stakeholders

% of participant support for exclusion
77% support
71% support
100% support

2) Support to Include RS-1 Zoned Apartment Buildings
There are five apartment buildings in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood which are not zoned
for higher density (and sit on RS-1 zoned lots). The relevant properties are highlighted in
yellow on the Queen’s Park neighbourhood map (Attachment 7). Regardless of the Heritage
Conservation Area, these properties would be required to rezone in order to redevelop any
housing form other than single-detached dwelling (house).
These properties are proposed to be included in the Heritage Conservation Area and would
be protected based on their age. The ages of these properties are 1909 (Boom Era), 1925
(Boom Era), 1928 (Boom Era), 1930 (Wartime Era) and 1959 (Post-modern Era).
There was a high level of support for including these properties in the Heritage
Conservation Area.
Seventy-five percent of respondents at the open houses indicated they supported the
inclusion of these properties, 71% of online survey respondents also supported the inclusion
of these properties, and all groups at the Heritage Stakeholder workshops indicated their
support for excluding these properties.
Consultation Group
Open Houses
Online Survey
Heritage Stakeholders
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3) Level of Protection
a) Support for High Heritage Protection on Older Houses
There continues to be high support in the community to provide Advanced protection for the
Colonial and Boom era houses. Advanced protection would include the requirement that a
Heritage Alteration Permit be taken out for demolition, or work on the front, sides, and
visible roofline of the house. The proposed work would have to conform to a set of design
guidelines.
Colonial Era (Pre-1900)

 An average of 82% of respondents support Advanced Level protection (see table below).
 This is greater support than from respondents in first round of consultation (at that time
an average of 71%).
 The Working Group recommends these properties be protected and included in the
Advanced Level protection category.
 The CHC recommends these properties be protected and included in the Advanced Level
protection category.
 There are 73 properties (10% of total neighbourhood properties) in this category.
Consultation Group
Open Houses
Online Survey
Heritage Stakeholders

% participant support for Advanced Level
protection on these properties
83% support
63% support
100% support

Boom Era (1900-1929)

 An average of 74% of respondents support Advanced Level protection (see table below).
 This is similar to the level of support from respondents in the first round of consultation
(at that time 71%).
 The Working Group recommends these properties be protected and included in the
Advanced Level protection category.
 The CHC recommends these properties be protected and included in the Advanced Level
protection category.
 There are 300 properties (43% of total neighbourhood properties) in this category.
Consultation Group
Open Houses
Online Survey
Heritage Stakeholders
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b) Support for Exemption of Newer Houses from Heritage Protection
There continues to be high support in the community to exempt Contemporary era houses
from heritage protection by listing them in the Limited Protection category. Limited Level
would exempt houses from any heritage protection and only require Heritage Alteration
Permits for subdivision of lots and any new construction on these properties.
Contemporary Era (1976-today)

 An average of 91% of respondents support the Limited Level protection (see table
below).
 This is greater support Limited protection than respondents in the first round of
consultation (at that time 66%).
 The Working Group recommends these properties be included in the Limited Level.
 The CHC recommends these properties be included in the Limited Level.
 There are 94 properties (14% of total neighbourhood properties) in this category.
Consultation Group
Open Houses
Online Survey
Heritage Stakeholders

% participant support for Limited
protection on these properties
96% support
78% support
100% support

c) Varied Support for Protection or Exemption of Mid-Era Houses
There continues to be inconsistent feedback from the community relating to the level of
protection for Wartime and Post-Modern Era houses. There is support for protecting
Wartime era buildings through the Standard or Advanced levels of protection categories.
There is low support from the community for protecting Post-Modern era buildings in the
Advanced Level protection category. However, there is some support for protecting Post Modern era houses in the Standard Level protection category. Predominantly, the
community supports exempting Post-Modern era buildings from heritage protection by
listing them in the Limited Level protection category.
Wartime Era (1930-1949)

 An average of 48% of respondents support the Advanced Level protection (see table
below).
 This is greater support for protection than from respondents in the first round of
consultation (at that time an average of 33% supported Advanced Level protection).
 The Working Group recommends these properties be protected and included in the
Advanced Level protection category.
 The CHC recommends these properties be protected and included in the Advanced Level
protection category.
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There are 140 properties (20% of total neighbourhood properties) in this category.
Consultation Group

Open Houses
Online Survey
Heritage Stakeholders
Average

%support for
Advanced
(protected)
19%
24%
100%
48%

%support for
Standard
(demo review)
35%
22%
0%
19%

%support for
Limited
(exempt)
46%
53%
0%
33%

Post-Modern Era (1950-1975)

 An average of 53% of respondents support the Limited Level protection (see table
below).
 The support for protection has decreased compared to respondents in the first round of
consultation (at that time 59% supported Standard Level protection).
 The Working Group recommends these properties be included in the Limited level
protection category, which essentially exempts them from heritage protection.
 The CHC recommends these properties be included in the Standard Level of protection.
 There are 49 properties (7% of total neighbourhood properties) in this category.
Consultation Group
Open Houses
Online Survey
Heritage Stakeholders
Average

%support for
Advanced
8%
6%
0%
7%

%support for
Standard
34%
26%
66%
42%

%support for
Limited
58%
68%
33%
53%

Heritage stakeholders are concerned with a loss of properties in the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood with heritage value as it relates to the 1950-1960 decade. As such, through
their consultation, it was suggested that the Wartime and Post-Modern eras be amended as
follows:
Existing
Wartime (1930-1949)
Post-Modern (1950-1975)

Suggested
Wartime (1930-1940)
Post Modern (1941-1959)

Or that otherwise, the two eras be combined into a new category for 1930-1959 buildings,
which would be subject to some form of protection. At the most recent Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood Heritage Study Working Group meeting, a motion to officially make a
recommendation to Council on this matter was narrowly defeated.
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4) Design Guideline Appropriateness
Overall, there was moderate support for the design guidelines: approximately 50% of
respondents indicated the provisions were appropriate. However, analysis of responses of
those participants who indicated support for heritage protection of some kind, relative to
those who did not support heritage protection, demonstrated that those who did not support
heritage protection also overwhelmingly did not support the design guidelines.
Of those who indicate they support heritage protection of some kind, 72% of respondents
supported the design guidelines for new construction, 64% supported the design guidelines
for changes to protected buildings, and 60% supported the design guidelines for landscaping.
The desire for enforceable design guidelines was also frequently cited in the general
comments.
There continues to be support for the provisions of the design guidelines based on the
“traditional New Westminster architectural character”.
DISCUSSION
Areas of Consistent Feedback
Based on the above overview and analysis of consultation feedback, staff considers that the
following have consistent feedback and should be used as the basis for the creation of a
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area:
1) Creation of a Heritage Conservation Area – While there was a decrease in support for
the creation of a Heritage Conservation Area, 58% continue to indicate support.
Considering the main issues of concern cited by those indicating non-support (loss of
property value, shift of responsibility and cost to owner, and loss of property rights),
staff considers that the possible impacts to individual property owners are reasonable
given the overall goal of protecting this heritage neighbourhood as a community asset.
2) Exclusion of non- residential properties – there was strong support to exclude these
and staff considers this reasonable.
3) Inclusion of multi-family properties zoned for single detached dwelling use – there
was strong support to include these and staff considers this reasonable.
4) Advanced protection for Colonial (Pre-1900) and Boom (1900-1929) era houses –
there is continued strong support for placing these house eras under the strongest form
of protection, and staff considers this appropriate from a heritage best-practice
perspective.
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5) Exclusion from protection for Contemporary (1976-today) houses – there is continued
strong support for placing this era in the lowest protection level, and staff considers
this appropriate from a heritage best-practice perspective.
6) Mandatory design guideline provisions – although there was mixed support for the
design guidelines provisions overall, analysis indicates that those who support
heritage protection of some form are in strong support of the proposed design
guidelines elements.
Staff recommends that the City proceed with creating a Heritage Conservation Area for
Queen’s Park neighbourhood, including the above noted provisions.
Areas of Inconsistent Feedback
Based on the above analysis of consultation feedback, staff considers the following areas to
have inconsistent feedback related to level of protection (please see Policy and Regulation
section for details of provisions for different protection levels). Staff are seeking Council
direction on which approach to take, should the City proceed with creating a Heritage
Conservation Area, on the following:
1) Protection for Wartime Era (1930-1949) houses – considering all feedback, there is
support for including this era in the Advanced Protection category (Working Group,
and heritage stakeholders), or to exclude these properties from protection by placing
them in the Limited Level Protection category (neighbourhood consultation). There is
also the option of placing these houses in the Standard Protection category. From a
heritage principles perspective, placing these in the Advanced Protection category is
appropriate, however that is inconsistent with neighbourhood consultation feedback.
2) Protection for Post-modern era (1950-1975) houses –considering all feedback, there
is support for including this era in the Standard Level category (heritage
stakeholders), or to exclude these properties from protection by placing them in the
Limited Level protection category (neighbourhood consultation). There is not suppo rt
for including this era in the Advanced Level. From a heritage principles perspective,
placing these in the Standard Protection category is appropriate, however that is
inconsistent with neighbourhood consultation and Working Group feedback. Council
could consider altering the date range covered by this era in order to address heritage
stakeholder concerns.
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FEEDBACK FROM COUNCIL
Based on the information and options provided through this report, staff is requesting
direction from Council on the following, in order to proceed with the next steps on the
Heritage Conservation Area:
Q1: Should the City proceed with developing a Heritage Conservation Area policy and
mandatory design guidelines for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood?
Q2: If the City proceeds with developing a Heritage Conservation Area, which level of
protection should houses from the Wartime Era (1930-1949) have?
 Advanced
 Standard
 Limited

(high)
(moderate)
(exempted)

Q3: If the City proceeds with developing a Heritage Conservation Area, which level of
protection should houses from the Post-Modern Era (1950-1975) have?
 Advanced
 Standard
 Limited

(high)
(moderate)
(exempted)

NEXT STEPS
Design Guidelines
Should the Heritage Conservation Area be implemented, the new design guidelines
developed through this process would become mandatory for new construction and exterior
renovations to the front, sides and visible roofline of protected properties. Should the
Heritage Conservation Area not be implemented, staff recommends the newly developed
design guidelines would replace the existing Historic District Residential Design Guidelines
which are voluntary. Once the final draft of the design guidelines is complete, staff would
present them to Council for endorsement, either for inclusion within the Heritage
Conservation Area policy, or as standalone voluntary design guidelines.
Application Process and Evaluation Criteria
As a next step, depending on Council direction, staff would prepare a proposed
administrative policy that describes how each type of application would be processed. The
administrative policy would also include more detailed criteria for evaluation of heritage
value. The criteria would also provide a list of characteristics under which a relaxation to
protection may be provided. These criteria would provide greater clarity to applicants, as
well as providing a standard against which applications could be evaluated.
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Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw
Should Council proceed with the Heritage Conservation Area policy, staff would work with
City Solicitors to draft an Official Community Plan (OCP) Amendment Bylaw, which would
bring the Heritage Conservation Area policy into force. An OCP Amendment Bylaw would
require a Public Hearing no earlier than three weeks after First and Second Reading of the
bylaw. Notice of the Public Hearing would be mailed to every household in the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood.
Standards of Maintenance Bylaw
Under the Local Government Act, all protected heritage properties are subject to the
municipality’s Minimum Maintenance Standards Bylaw. The goal of this bylaw is to deter
demolition-by-neglect: when a building has been left to decay to such an extent that it is
required to be demolished or substantially altered. Should a Heritage Conservation Area be
implemented, properties in the Advanced Level of heritage protection would become subject
to this bylaw.
The City’s Minimum Maintenance Standards Bylaw currently applies only to properties with
a Heritage Designation and resultantly requires a very high standard of maintenance.
Following the implementation of a Heritage Conservation Area, the bylaw would need to be
updated in order to reflect the Heritage Conservation Area policy and more appropriate
standards for the neighbourhood.
Timeline
Action
Report back to Council on Round 2 consultation and draft policy
Administrative process to Council for review and comment
First and Second Reading of OCP Amendment Bylaw
Public Hearing

Proposed Date
April 10, 2017
April 24, 2017
May 1, 2017
May 29, 2017

INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
Staff is providing updates to other Departments on this work on an ongoing basis.
OPTIONS
The following options are presented for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council direct staff to proceed with the next steps towards establishing a
Heritage Conservation Area in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood.
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2. That Council direct staff to include the following items, as discussed under the Areas
of Consistent Feedback section of this report, for the purposes of creating the Queen’s
Park Heritage Conservation Area policy:




Exclusion of non-residential properties;
Inclusion of multi-family properties zoned for single detached dwelling use;
Advanced protection for Colonial (Pre-1900) and Boom (1900-1929) era houses;
and
 Exclusion of protection for Contemporary (1976-today) era houses.

3. That Council endorse the Advanced Protection level for Wartime (1930 -1949) era
houses for the purposes of creating the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
policy.
4. That Council endorse the Limited Protection level for Post-Modern (1950-1975) era
houses for the purposes of creating the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
policy.
5. That Council direct staff not to proceed with the next steps towards a Heritage
Conservation Area in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood and not to proceed with the
new design guidelines.
6. That Council direct staff not to proceed with the next steps towards a Heritage
Conservation Area in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, but direct staff to complete
the work on the new design guidelines as an update to the voluntary design guidelines
currently associated with the Queen’s Park neighbourhood.
7. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends options 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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Attachment 1
Draft Statement of Significance
for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood

DRAFT
Draft Statement of Significance
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
New Westminster, BC

For review by the community

Description
The Queen’s Park Neighbourhood is located in the central area of the City of New
Westminster, between Royal Avenue and Sixth Avenue, and between Sixth Street and
McBride Boulevard. It is comprised of approximately 118 hectares and is predominantly
single family residential with some multi-family buildings, commercial and institutional
buildings. Additionally there is one large regional park (called Queen’s Park) located in
the eastern portion that comprises nearly one-third of the neighbourhood. There are also
two medium and four small parks located throughout. Sixth Street provides a largely
commercial edge to the neighbourhood.
Heritage Value
The Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (the neighbourhood) is valued for its historic, cultural,
and aesthetic significance – in particular for the large collection of grand houses and their
associated gardens, streets in a grid layout with planted boulevards, and the various
public parks.
The neighbourhood is valued for its historic significance, in particular for its age, events,
and people. The neighbourhood dates back to 1859 when it was included in the first
survey for what was then a new city chosen and laid out by Colonel Richard J. Moody as
the capital city of the new colony of British Columbia. Street right of ways established
the main roads through the neighbourhood and three small English-commons were
established and named. The large 30 hectare public park (called Queen’s Park) on the
east side of the neighbourhood, known originally as the Queen’s Ravine, is itself
significant as a regional recreational, exhibition, and sports venue.
The neighbourhood is important for a number of significant events throughout its history,
the most important being the following:
• 1862 William Clarkson built the first house in the neighbourhood.
• 1887 the Queen’s Ravine park was formally renamed “Queen’s Park” by City
Council and its future as an important regional park was confirmed.
• 1888 Charles Brymner, Manager of the Bank of Montreal, built his house in the
neighbourhood which marked the establishment of the neighbourhood as an elite
area.
• 1889 The city hosted the first Provincial Exhibition. A number of elaborate
buildings for the exhibition were constructed in Queen’s Park, including a race
track.
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• 1892 The neighbourhood received water, power and transit, further signifying it as
an elite neighborhood.
• 1895 The Armoury building was constructed on Queen’s Avenue and Sixth Street,
marking the importance and continuance of the royal military in the city. It is the
only wooden drill hall remaining in the country.
• 1913 Neighbourhood beautification project which resulted in sidewalks, curbs,
and planted boulevards.
• 1942 Privy Council Order 2000 allowed local zoning bylaws to be overruled and
for single family houses to be converted into suites, which resulted in many large
and grand houses in the neighbourhood being broken up into small units.
• 1953 The new City Hall opened at the corner of Sixth Street and Royal Avenue,
representing a shift of government services from downtown to uptown. The Hall
was placed on the former high school site, which itself was placed on the site
originally intended for the Legislative building, all of which contributed to the
historic significance of the property.
• In the early 1960s, the south area of the neighbourhood was allowed to have
apartment buildings constructed, which had a significant impact on the
neighbourhood in terms of density and aesthetics.
• Are there any other key events that contribute to the heritage value of the
neighbourhood?
The neighbourhood is associated with many important people, including those who held
the post of mayor, councillor, financiers, business leaders, and union leaders. Of
particular interest are Colonel Moody (for directing the Royal Engineer surveyors to
establish a grid-system and a series of parks for the neighbourhood); William Clarkson
(for building the first house in the neighbourhood); Charles Brymner, Manager of the
Bank of Montreal (whose house marked the beginning of the neighbourhood as an elite
residential area); and John Blackman, City Engineer beginning in 1906 (for planning a
sewer and water system, plus a beautification project for the neighbourhood by installing
sidewalks, curbs, trees). Are there any significant women or people of colour whose
stories we could also tell?
The neighbourhood is valued for its cultural significance, in particular for the way it
conveys a unique sense of time and place, for the traditions it retains, and for its strong
sense of community. With the long-standing reputation of an elite single family
residential neighbourhood, it contains an assortment of grand homes interspersed with
small quaint homes that, together with grand streets and treed boulevards, provide a sense
of elegance and permanence. The inclusion of the regional park in the neighbourhood
(called “Queen’s Park”) contributes to the cultural significance for its association with
long-standing traditions such as May Day celebrations and sporting events such as
lacrosse.
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The neighbourhood is valued for its aesthetic significance, in particular for the variety of
architectural styles, materials, craftsmanship and neighbourhood patina that are
represented by the buildings and landscapes. The most common architectural styles
evident in the neighbourhood include Victorian, Edwardian, Tudor Revival, Craftsman
and worker/vernacular. There are also a few excellent examples of the Queen Anne,
Italianate, Mission Revival, mail order catalogue homes, International, Moderne, and
Post-Modern styles. There is one small enclave of mostly post-war/Moderne style homes
on a rare cul-de-sac (named College Court after the historic Columbia Methodist
College).
Of equal importance to the significance of buildings are the historic landscapes and
streetscapes. Sullivan Park is the sole remaining English-commons from the early
development of the neighbourhood and which continues to be used by residents as an
informal recreational park. Many of the historic houses have landscaping that date to the
same period as the house, and contain mature tree and plant specimens as well as hard
landscaping elements such as rock walls and wrought iron gates. There are numerous
streetscapes that encapsulate the essence of the neighbourhood by containing a collection
of authentic historic houses, treed boulevards, and – in some cases – remnants of past
transportation modes (brick pavers, tram lines). The vistas down the streets, particularly
those with mature trees such as oaks or ornamental cherry trees, contribute to the
endurance and patina of the neighbourhood, as well as provide an aesthetic quality.
Character–defining Elements
Key elements that represent the historic, cultural and aesthetic significance of the
neighbourhood are:
The natural/environmental features such as:
• Queen’s Park (public park)
• Small “English-commons” (parks)
• Mature trees, both on boulevards and on private property, and especially the
ornamental cherry trees.
• Mature residential landscapes and gardens.
The physical historic remnants from the past:
• Stone garden walls
• Granite curbs
• Stamped sidewalks
• Bricks in some of the roads
• Tram tracks in some of the roads
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The intangible elements that link the present to the past:
• Cultural traditions (May Day, Farmers’ Market, sports)
• Views (east from the park and south to the river)
• Sound of the bells of Queen’s Avenue United Church
• Low density
• An intact neighbourhood
The architectural and overall design elements:
• Various architectural styles of buildings and the eras they represent, in particular
those from the Victorian, Edwardian, Tudor Revival, Craftsman and
workers/vernacular styles
• Number of grand homes and their garden settings
• Small homes found scattered through the neighbourhood
• Space between homes
• Common palette of materials, in particular wood and stone
• College Court and its 1950s look and feel
The layout of the neighbourhood:
• Street grid, with some exceptions
• Park Row, its angularity
• Street widths
• Grand boulevards on Second and Fifth Streets
• All streets have a grass boulevard separating the road from the sidewalk
• Streetscapes and vistas
• Relatively flat topography
Specific buildings and places in the neighbourhood:
• Queen’s Avenue United Church
• City Hall
• Armouries
• Tennis facility
• Queen’s Park, specifically its layered landscape of natural and cultural features,
including such buildings and places as the Queen’s Park Arena, the Queen’s Park
Stadium, Centennial Lodge, the Band Shell, the Petting Farm and the Rose Garden
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Attachment 2
Proposed Policy Provisions for a Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area,
as of February 20, 2017

Excerpt from February 20, 2017
Regular Council Report on the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

Proposed Conservation Area Policy Provisions
After receiving the results of the first round of consultation, Council held a workshop
session in February relating to the possible policy provisions of a Heritage Conservation
Area for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. At this time, Council directed staff to take out
a policy for community consultation which included three levels of protection: Advanced
(high); Standard (moderate); and Limited (exempted).
Based on the eras of housing as described above, and the three-tier protection system, the
specific provisions proposed, and used in community consultation, were as follows:

• Advanced Protection would require a Heritage Alteration Permit for major
construction activities on the front and sides of the house, subdivision, and
demolition. Colonial Era properties (Pre-1900), Boom Era properties (1900-1929),
Heritage Designated, and Heritage Register properties would be included in this level.
• Standard Protection would require a heritage alteration permit for demolition and
subdivision. Wartime Era properties (1930-1949) would be in this level.
• Limited Protection would require a heritage alteration permit for subdivision only.
Post-Modern Era properties (1950-1975), and Contemporary properties (1976-today)
would be in this level.
• All levels would be subject to mandatory design guidelines for new buildings.

• Advanced Protection properties would be subject to mandatory design guidelines for
exterior renovations on the front, sides and front roofline of existing buildings.
• Property owners could apply to increase protection through listing on the Heritage
Register, voluntary Heritage Designation or a Heritage Revitalization Agreement.
• Property owners could apply to the City to decrease the protection on their property.
The heritage protection provisions of this proposal are summarized in the table below:
Advanced
(Protected)

• Colonial (Pre-1900)
• Boom (1900-1929)
Would apply to 418
properties (60%)

Standard
(Demo Review)

• Wartime
(1930-1949)

Would apply to 140
properties (20%)

Limited
(Exempt)

• Post-Modern (1950-1975)
• Contemporary (1976+)
Would apply to 144 properties
(20%)
1

Excerpt from February 20, 2017
Regular Council Report on the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area

Through these proposed provisions, 80% of the properties in the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood would have some level of heritage protection, which is consistent with the
goal of a Heritage Conservation Area. Conservation Areas are a tool through which a
City could protect an entire area, its “feel”, and its streetscapes based on the principle that
the whole area has heritage value, above the value of each property contained within it.
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Attachment 3
Engagement Summary,
as prepared by Dialog Design

Prepared by DIALOG for the City of New Westminster
December, 2016
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How Input is Being Used
The input gathered will inform reinement of the draft design principles and draft Heritage Conservation
Area policy.

Alignment with City of New Westminster’s Public Engagement Strategy
In November 2016, the City of New Westminster adopted a Public Engagement Strategy, developed in part
by a Public Engagement Task Force working with SFU Centre for Dialogue’s Civic Engage program.
This Strategy consists of a set of principles for public engagement, considerations for evaluating
engagement undertaken by the City against these principles, recommendations for implementation and an
action plan to expand upon the City’s current engagement practices. This Strategy is meant to ensure that
citizens are meaningfully engaged and can have a say in shaping the future of their community.
The engagement undertaken as part of this process is designed to support and achieve the principles and
goals outlined in the Public Engagement Strategy.
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INTEGRATED STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP
Overview
The integrated stakeholder workshop took place on March 7th, 2017 at New Westminster City
Hall from 6:30 pm to 8:30 PM. Twenty-ive participants attended, including representatives
from: the Queen’s Park Residents Association, the Heritage Conservation Area Working Group,
the New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society, the Community Heritage Commission
and the Queens Park Residents Association. This section provides a summary of the feedback
that was received during the workshop. Verbatim comments are provided in the appendix for
reference.
The irst round of workshop began with a presentation that provided an overview of
engagement outcomes from Round 1 engagement and how they informed the development
of a draft Heritage Conservation Area policy. This was followed with a presentation on the draft
Heritage Conservation Area policy and the draft design guidelines. Participants then broke up
into smaller facilitated groups to provide feedback on the drafts through a series of interactive
activities.
The irst interactive activity asked participants to consider the ive housing eras and determine
which of the three levels of protection each of the housing eras should receive – either limited,
standard or advanced. Participants were encouraged to challenge the dates of each of the predetermined housing eras if there was a solid rationale for doing so.
The second interactive activity had participants review the elements that would be included in
residential architecture design guidelines, changes to existing buildings design guidelines, and
landscape design guidelines to determine if the right elements had been included. Participants
also provided feedback on an overview of each of these three sets of draft guidelines.
The evening was closed with a ‘report-back’ from each of the groups to share their feedback
and determine if there were any themes in the feedback.
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Summary of HCA Level of Protection Activity
The outcomes of this activity are summarized on the previous page.
All three groups concluded that Colonial, Boom and Wartime Era Houses should receive Advanced
Protection. In addition, all three groups concluded that Contemporary Era homes should receive Limited
Protection.
Two of the groups determined that the dates for the Post Modern Era should be revised to 1940 - 1959 and
should receive Standard Level of protection, while one group singled out West Coast Modern from this era
for more Advanced Levels of Protection.
The third group determined that while it was a legal requirement to have a Standard Level of protection,
perhaps no housing eras would need to be under this level of protection. This group elected to put all
houses in either Advanced or Limited Levels of Protection.

Summary of Design Guideline Activity
All three groups had a productive discussion about the elements that were to be included in the new
residential, changes to existing buildings and landscape design guidelines. Generally, there was a concern
about the clarity of the language used in the design guidelines.
Two of the groups determined that colour should be excluded from the design guidelines.
Two groups vocalized concern about how these design guidelines could be efectively implemented.
All three groups had many questions about the guidelines, and much of the discussion time in and around
the guidelines was spent asking questions and clarifying.
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PUBLIC OPEN HOUSES
Overview
Two public open houses were held - one on Wednesday, March 8th and the second on
Saturday, March 11th. Both Open Houses were held in the atrium of City Hall and attracted
over 130 participants in total. Participants were able to review the outcomes of the previous
engagement, how input informed the draft policies, background information and the draft
policies themselves. They were then asked to share their feedback on the draft policies and the
proposed levels of protection. This section summarizes the feedback received during the two
events. The boards from this event are included in the appendix.

Demographic Snapshot
The second board asked participants to share some demographic information. This information
helped to determine who came out to the events and if participants had previously been
involved in Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area consultation.

Do you rent or own?

64
Owner (96%)
(68 ppl)

10 |

Renter (4%)
(3 ppl)

29125
What is your age bracket?

0-19
(2 ppl)

20-3 35-49
(9 ppl) (21 ppl)

50-64
(42 ppl)

65+
(25 ppl)

Have you participated in any of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area engagement
activities before?

00
Yes (60%)
(49 ppl)

No (40%)
(33 ppl)
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Where do you live? Place a dot on your home.

28

The below graph summarizes how many people placed their dot in Queen’s Park, and how many people
indicated that they lived outside of the neighbourhood.

Lives outside of Queen’s
Park (8% or 6 ppl)
Lives in Queen’s Park
(92% or 69 ppl)

Background History of Queen’s Park
A series of boards presented background information on the process, Heritage Conservation Areas,
and the History of Queen’s Park. We asked participants if there was anything that had not yet been
captured that made their neighbourhood special.
Are there any other signiicant people whose stories we could also tell?
The below represents ALL of the comments that were received:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Percy Copps - Copps Shoes
Judge Sullivan
Robson - Timerland Lumber
Cave Brown Cave
Burton Cummings and Bachman
JJ Johnston
Samuel McClure
F. Hart original Hart House 227 Queens
Boss Johnson - BC Premier
Trapp Family
Giford Family
Galbraiths

Are there any other key events that contribute to the heritage value of the neighbourhood?
The below represents ALL of the comments that were received:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

May Day
Homes Tour
Lacrosse
Familiar Films: Santa Claus, Wimpy Kid etc
The Ancient and Honourable Royal Salute
The potential diversity of the people living
there
Lively streetscape that welcomes new
residents just as neighbourhood was always
a mix of diferent occupations/ styles of
house
conserve low traic volume

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boulevard
Tree canopies
Setbacks
Unique mature landscaping
Massing
Keeping the history of NW alive!
Continuing to make it afordable & friendly
for families and people of all generations

Draft Heritage Conservation Area Policy
A series of boards summarized past recognition of heritage value in Queen’s Park, past engagement,
and how community input informed the development of the draft policy.

Currently it is proposed that the Heritage Conservation Area will not be applicable to properties
that are zoned commercial, institutional or multi-family (RM or RT). These properties are indicated
in gray on the map. Do you agree with leaving these properties out?

73

Yes (77%)
(50 ppl)

No (23%)
(15 ppl)
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There are 5 neighbourhood apartment buildings in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood which
are not zoned for higher density (and sit on RS-1 zoned lots). These properties are proposed
to be included in the Heritage Conservation Area and would be protected based on their
age. Do you agree with including these properties (highlighted yellow on the map)?

55

Yes (75%)
(63 ppl)

No (25%)
(21 ppl)

Questions or comments?

The below represents ALL of the comments that were received:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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West of 5th street and north of 3rd avenue can be left out of commercial. St George Street
should be protected
Why doesn’t city include the buildings it is responsible for in Queen’s Park eg. Arena doesn’t need
to be restored. Need but private homeowners must
The apartments on 300 block 5th st and the 400 Block of 3rd Avenue should be included to
prevent building higher density in future.
Rezone yellow and protect to prevent risk of accidental (ire damaged) loss of multi-family
Allow the apartment to be developed for more density
Correct the non-conforming rs-1 into RM- RT
apartment buildings - diferent type of protection, not the same as houses
More afordable housing needed in the community
City should provide subsidy (ir. Property tax credit or other) for home falling under advanced/
highest level of protection

Proposed Levels of Protection
The next series of panels outlined the proposed approach of a three-tiered strategy for protection in
the draft Heritage Conservation Area policy, and asked participants for their input on where diferent
housing levels would be placed under the proposed categories.
A board titled Levels of Protection by Housing Era depicted the age of each house in Queen’s Park and
what this meant in terms of what level of protection that house would receive. We asked for general
comments and questions on this information.
The below represents all comments that were received on this board at both Open Houses:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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How about the renters too?
Advanced should be up to 1959
Queens Avenue United Church should be protected
Yes we are so called very small developers and we are very very happy we have been able to bring
people into this community and into these new homes which is what they want and they are amazing
and great community people who bring so much to QP and none of these people wanted to live
in an older house - and you know why we do it because we actually love QP and community and
neighbourhoods and you know how those survive? By bringing young families and vibrant lovely
people here
QP is unique and the heritage homes should be preserved/ protected!!
I don’t understand people who move here because they are attracted by the ambiance of our
community and then think its ok to help destroy it by tearing down and putting up inappropriate crap
I couldn’t have said it better
If the wish is to reduce demos and control new design then create more straightforward process.
Seems like a lot of restrictions
Voluntary compliance. If you want to be designated sign up. Referendum?
HCA is basically saying QP only wants residents who agree with vocal minority
I think some of the limited level of protection should be protected. Replacing could be better (5th st
between 5th and 4th)
Totally opposed to advnce on any home under HCA. Our rights as homeowners are taken away.
I completely disagree with the HCA. To place these advanced levels of protection, is inappropriate and a
restriction on my rights
Not all purchasers are developers!
Many are young families who want to have a home that suits their needs
Young families cant aford Queens Park anymore. Saving small homes wont help when they cost $1.2
million
Why just Queens Park Stats Can lists old houses before 1960, in Q.Park it is 67%. In West End 63%

Advanced Level
Are the activities that would require council/ delegates approval right for the advanced
protection category?

037

Too Restrictive (50% or 54 ppl)
Too Weak (3% or 3 ppl)
Just Right (47% or 51 ppl)

Questions or Comments?

The below includes all comments received
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need those requirements to ensure house features are preserved
I think this will increase house/ property values due to unique heritage aspects
Incentives should be added to reward and encourage home owners
We strongly support advancing protection. Without it, we will lose what is important in our
neighbourhood
Incentives would be helpful for home owners
People who bought here to enjoy the beautiful area will be negatively impacted by the relentless
destruction of our hertiage
QP is truly unique and special - advanced protection is the only way to save it
The heritage conservation area would reduce market of potential buyers for your home
way to restrictive for people who recently purchased
This will make many owners regret buying their home. Your shouldn’t force restrictions on people.
Ofer incentives only. Not punishing restrictions. Amen!
This is the wrong way to promote heritage
Voluntary restrictions. If you want restrictions sign up! Referendum
This is a great way to reduce property values!
Wrong! Will increase property value and whats special about Q. Park
See the report this week in Vancouver? Yes, property values will go down
Facilitator note: “work on the front of the house” implies more restrictive than is being proposed ie.
basic maintenance does not require a permit
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Standard Level
Are the activities that would require council/ delegates approval right for the standard
protection category?

820

Too Restrictive (48% or 45 ppl)
Too Weak (32% or 30 ppl)
Just Right (20% or 19 ppl)

Questions or Comments?
The below includes all comments received
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Need some design guidelines applicable to standard
Design guidelines for new buildings - surely would be the same regardless of whether the
demolished house was standard, limited or advanced?
Looking at the map, if this category only has standard protection, whole areas are in risk of being
demolished or changed. They are representative of an era of their own and should be preserved as
well they have value in their streetscape
Requirement to follow guidelines is needed for these homes, suggestions will have little impact
None of this rotection addresses that it is current and poast owners who decided to neglect homes
for decades. But HCA only impacts new purchasers not the cause of the problem.
I generally agree but think small houses need to be protected diferently to properly accommodate
families
Renovation should be required to follow guidelines
Have you seen the interior of some of these homes?! Don’t need advanced protection
Houses built between 1940-1955 should be included in advanced/ highest level of protection

Limited Level
Are the activities that would require council/ delegates approval right for the limited
protection category?

082

Too Restrictive (30% or 24 ppl)
Too Weak (18% or 15 ppl)
Just Right (52% or 42 ppl)

Questions or Comments?
The below includes all comments received
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

50’s houses should have higher level of protection
Need to move post modern to 1955 and aford them the opportunity to be included in advanced
protection
Guidelines must apply to all new builds and renos
New construction should try to it in the area - match the outit
enhance the neighbouhood by redevelopment
Exactly! Keep it a neighbourhood
Enhance the neighbourhood by redeveloping
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Do you have any other ideas for what could be considered when evaluating an application to
move up or down the levels of protection?
The below represents all comments received
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Before policy inalized need very clear deinition of process for approvals/ appeals? Who decides?
Should not be a political decision
If technical review and city staf recommend demolition, council should not be able to over rule
because they get phone calls. Fair Process
If certain houses so important, city should just buy them at market rate like was done w Irving
house in 1950s
If we let each owner decide it wont work
Is there an appeal process if requests are denied?
Voluntary designation for the homeowner
The city already made a list of signiicant houses - use that list for advanced and have the rest as
standard
Allow owners to choose their level based on what works for their family’s needs, lot size, house
condition etc.
Our house, circa 1900 with vinyl siding - is this worthy of advanced protection?!
condition of house, amount of work, should trump all others. If you have to redo foundation, you’re
building a new house anyways
What is the control process and who are the decision makers
Levels of protection should be up to the homeowner, not the city!
I bought my house with a view to develop it. To place these advanced restrictions is inappropriate
Owners currently have the choice to designate their house heritage. I oppose making the area
heritage, which imposes these restrictions on my home.
Owners should choose HCA level. We opposed HCA as presented
Keep the voluntary designation and come design inluence on new builds
Voluntary designation - let the property owner decide!
I like that this mean homeowners keep rights to apply to change the level of protections on their
home
Owners should be able to go down to the limited category if they choose (not fair to force more
restriction on some but not others)
There should be a clear no cost path to mvoe down to limited protection. No cost means no
professional assesments or reports
Policy needs to be clear, no “should do” may want a list included what is ok and what isnt

Proposed Design Guidelines
The next series of panels outlined the proposed design guidelines and asked for input about whether
or not the right elements were being included in each category.
Based on feedback from Round 1 consultation, the Design Guidelines focus on a Traditional New
Westminster Architectural Character which would not typically include contemporary roolines
and massing, or materials such as glass and steel. Is this an appropriate approach?

82

Yes (58%)
(33 ppl)

No (42%)
(24 ppl)

Questions or Comments?

The below includes all comments received
•
•
•
•
•
•
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I said yes but there are exceptions - Christ Church in Vancouver has new metal roof
Wood windows are important in heritage homes
The “diverse range of character” is reduced if you don’t allow a modern contemporary well designed and
built house with glass and steel of appropriate size
Diversity if what makes it good - but “new” should not be allowed to replace “good” examples of other
eras, not eleminate a total area
The diversity of Queens Park occurred due to the lack of restriction on building styles
The value and character of Queens Park areas in part from the diverse mix of old and new, large and new.
Don’t freeze the guidelines for new buildings!

Proposed New Residential Architecture Design Guidelines
Are these the right elements to include or exclude? Are we missing anything?
The below includes all comments received
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No garages in the front
Design guidelines restrict garage doors on the front. For inside lots with no back lane this should be exempt
Yes, these are the right design guidelines
Agree
Solar Panel
How do you prposed to have a garage without doors facing front, if the lot has no side or back access?? So
much for side yard and garden space.
allow owners to have some say
Flat roof styles should not be allowed in a hertiage area. There are now several in QP and they ruin the whole
street
Please be irm that lat roofs should not be allowed. Discouraging lat roofs is not strong enough (does not
prevent these)
These are horrible examples, better ones are already in QP (wood)
yes
Garage must not be at the front. This set-up is inappropriate. Many new builds use this format, and it is not
acceptable
No clear description of approval/ review process. Who decide? Should not be <?> local and should not be
political
These examples are great! They clearly convey the notion on message. Do not judge them on your own
aesthetic preferences
New Westminster has a marvelous range of homes 19th century to 21st century and beyond. Owners should
be able to choose. After all this is their home
The right elements are up to the home owner, not the city!!
Many more guidelines than these! I agree with some guidelines, but the HRA [sic] is too restrictive.
Housing design is a personal and practical choice. As long as other houses privacy is protected there should be
no restriction on style. You do not force people on picking clothing/ hair style/ driving a certain car etc
Your examples are ugly - this, to me, is the problem. We should have beautiful architecture no matter
orientation of windows, etc.
These are terrible examples in the photos - not appropriate for QP
I applaud the city staf for clearly indicating emulation of historical styles is an incorrect way of honouring
heritage
I hope the guidelines produce quality homes… better than these examples.
Cheap replica isnt better than strong modern design
The design guidelines elements should all be included but your examples of inill are AWFUL and would not it
next to a QP house
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Proposed Changes to Existing Buildings Design Guidelines
Are these the right elements to include or exclude? Are we missing anything?
The below includes all comments received
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Too restrictive
Windows and doors can be upgraded but in an appropriate style to the house
Clear description of approval/ review process is essential before HCA approval. Must be diverse, representative
decision making body
Yes but would like to see colours be owners choice
Wood siding could be replaced with wood. Windows upgraded sensitively
This is too restrictive. Windows that look good and afordable are ine
Some lexibility with colours is best. Everything else is good
This is too restrictive. Again, we know that the heritage group have big homes and are stopping many others
from achieving the same cost efectively
Too restrictive
Do not involve city in paint colours! Too restrictive
Too restrictive
“relics of the originals”. Too extreme, balance with eiciency
No restrictions or paint colours
Paint colours should be the owners choice
Too restrictive, re: windows/ doors and colour elements
We can choose our own paint colours
limits the owners needs and wishes - sence of steamrolling my owner rites [sic]
Wood windows are a critical heritage feature
window replacement is necessary and should not be restricted - reasons: loss of heat, moisture slips in
Too restrictive
All ine except colour restriction
Good policy - except for colour restrictions
Who is going to police this?
Stay out of paint colour - no restrictions on material and windows For example, should allow single pane
windows to be replaced by double pane vinyl, if original colour and style can be matched
Must not be too strict…. Must allow for garages etc. to be built. Owners should not feel/ be punished
owners should be able to decide paint colours without a permit
Colour restriction, too restriction
Solar panels should be allowed
No to colour materials, windows and doors , energy eiciency heating costs etc are of greater concern. Not
environ. Friendly
New and/ or diferent colour schemes are authentic. Let us have any colour we want
Design guidelines too vague. Property owners should have same rights around design ie. garages, windows
colour restriction is too restrictive
Colours of outside too restrictive. All white house is lovely
education is key
guidelines should be encouraging not restrictive or harsh
Colour is not relevant. Design is! A beige building would look great next to a brown one
Colour should not be included
Alternative/ environmental building materials are ok! And look good! IE. Environshare rooing hard plank,
longer life, ire resistant
I ind these guideline elements to be too vague.
Small houses on big lots are extremely disadvantaged
Colour guidelines are too intrusive
Need to allow for energy eicienct upgrades of windows and doors, especially if overall form, colour and style is
being maintained
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Proposed Landscape Design Guidelines
Are these the right elements to include or exclude? Are we missing anything?
The below includes all comments received
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fencing? Hard and soft areas
neat, tidy and green is a good start! Really, you have more guidelines for landscaping than for buildings
tasteful heritage street lights would be nice
I will NEVER remove my laundry line in the backyard. Enviro-friendly
Keep/ protect restore original retaining walls
Exactly who will pay? Nice ideal but homeowners deserve owner rights
Who will pay for this pie in the sky policy
Protect 2nd street/ 5th street boulevard
ilming/ disturbance, washing line, traditional style is concerning, no backyard> front yard for gardening
my landscaping is my business please
Plant design and selection up to owner. Do not restrict except when concerning trees
Aesthetic façade, living top priority, not a theme park
this is far to restrictive and invasive
landscape elements are important!
heritage street lighting
no to all of this stuf
saving mature trees where possible
Landscaping and fencing is personal and should not be the city’s business
Landscape design is important in heritage neighbourhoods. Some of these restrictions are good - lighting,
green space at the front, foundation planting, some are too restrictive slopes
Many of the more modest QP houses had grass slopes originally. Seems a little snooty to declare them not
appropriate now.
No fake grass. Too much lighting at night
Landscape guidelines a good idea
Landscape design principles are personal. How depressing that owner rights are being stripped. City should try
buying up all homes they are designating HCA
consider environment (too much concrete)
consider cost to homeoweners
Too restrictive
Too many unnecessary restrictions
Who is going to police this?
Allow stamped concrete
Allow composite materials for decking
I think recommendations are ine, but I don’t support over control
This goes way too far
good suggestions but not <?>
Fences, walls, landscape, should be owners choice
Landscape can be a personal choice but no astro turf
Good way to price families and community out of the neighbourhood. Who’s going to live in QP? People who
care less about the community and neighbourhood. All this is going way too far and so sad for community
minded people who want to be here
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Thank you!
Our inal board thanked people for their
participation and asked people if they had
any further comments or questions. These are
included below:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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As many best ideas as there are home owners.
Thank you for your hard work. I favour HCA
Protect heritage homes and have new build
guidelines. Keep homes cute and colourful but
easy on some of the restrictions
This process should be neighbourly: listen,
compromise, work together. But HCA advocates
ar my-way-or-the-highway hardliners unwilling
to accept that other views are valid
Flawed process
More commentary in the local paper about
environmentally advanced ideas for future of
neighbourhood
This should be city-wide efort to encourage
preservation not punative approach to most
recent purchasers
City should commit to compensate owners if
HCA impacts BC Assessment assesments. Then
they have skin in game for promise that values
wont be impacted.
More information about where movie industry
is going in the neighbourhood - to ix up
heritage houses
Before decision city must study $ impact of
HCA in current greater Vancouver real estate
conditions (eg. Vancouver’s character home
study)
HCA is too restrictive and takes away owner
rights. Vancouver has fallen foul of restrictive
measures. No to HCA
Too restrictive. Yes to development families and
community and a QP that is around forever
Thank you for your hard work! QP
neighbourhood is worth protecting
Not restrictive enough
Property rights! Voluntary compliance and
restrictions. Referendum! Love heritage but
don’t need to be told how to do it.
Too restricitve. And councillors (some) are not
impartial
Ofer incentives/ not restrictions

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Think about the needs of real families - not
everyone is a developer
The way council has implemented the
Control Period is why I am against the HCA.
No integrity to the process, over ruling staf
recommendations
Owners of HCMAs in standard protection will
lose out to sales to areas such as Glenbrook with
identical home styles
Houses that have been left to decay should be
torn down no matter from what era
Yes to protection. No to proit driven
development.
Stay out o the landscape and colour business.
Generally too restrictive
Too restrictive. I oppose the HCA
No to advanced and standard restriction. They
punish owners and will reduce property values.
Source: City of Vancouver report, available
online
There should be a vote on this draft by the
residents that live in the HCA area
Having dealt with HCP rules and provisions,
I found support and guidance provided by
City staf, namely B. Quail superb. If HCAP gets
enacted, city staf caliper assisting residents will
be crucial.
The whole process is biased towards protection
and against enhancing by redevelopment
HCA is not the right tool. Focus on incentives
and mandatory design guidelines. HCA places
disproportionate burden on newcomers while
existing owners can still allow homes to decline
How much money is being spent on placating
a vocal minority in QP. My neighbourhood
couldn’t get decent snow removal this winter
but the city has endless resources for this
Councillors should declare conlict of interest if
they live in QP. It is a conlict because it impacts
property they own.
Make sure the Heritage Commission has no role
in telling other home owners what they can’t/
can do

ONLINE SURVEY
Overview
An online survey was launched on March 8th and ran until March 23rd. One hundred and ifty
six people began the survey, with one hundred and three completed responses. This means
that there was a 66% completion rate.
The questions included in the survey were the same as the ones presented during the Open
Houses and were designed with the assumption that there was general consensus that there
should be a Heritage Conservation Area in Queen’s Park based on the support established in
Round 1 of the engagement. However, many participants in the online survey vocalized their
opposition to a HCA and how it might impact their property rights and values.
The results of the online survey are summarized in the following section, with verbatim
comments included in the appendix.

Demographic Snapshot

64
Do you rent or own?

Owner (96%)
(99 ppl)

Renter (4%)
(4 ppl)
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0091

What is your age bracket?

0-19 20-34 35-49
(0 ppl) (10 ppl) (41 ppl)

50-64
(30 ppl)

65+
(21 ppl)

Have you participated in any of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area engagement
activities before?

46
Yes (54%)
(55 ppl)
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No (46%)
(47 ppl)

64

Do you live in Queen’s Park?

Yes (76%)
(78 ppl)

No (24%)
(24 ppl)

352

Did we get this right? What level of protection should Colonial Era houses have (homes built prior to
1900)?

Advanced Protection (62.5% or 25 ppl)
Standard Protection (5% or 2 ppl)
Limited Protection (32% or 13 ppl)
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055
523

Did we get this right? What level of protection should Boom Era houses (1900 - 1929) have?

Advanced Protection (60% or 24 ppl)
Standard Protection (5% or 2 ppl)
Limited Protection (35% or 14 ppl)

Did we get this right? What level of protection should Wartime Era houses (1930 - 1949) have?
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Advanced Protection (24% or 9 ppl)
Standard Protection (22% or 8 ppl)
Limited Protection (53% or 19 ppl)

668
398

Did we get this right? What level of protection should Post Modern Era houses (1950- 1975) have?

Advanced Protection (6% or 2 ppl)
Standard Protection (26% or 9 ppl)
Limited Protection (68% or 23 ppl)

Did we get this right? What level of protection should Contemporary Era houses (1975 and on) have?

Advanced Protection (3% or 1 ppl)
Standard Protection (19% or 6 ppl)
Limited Protection (78% or 25 ppl)
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Currently it is proposed that the Heritage Conservation Area will not be applicable to
properties that are zoned commercial, institutional or multi-family (RM or RT). These
properties are indicated in gray on the map. Do you agree with leaving these properties out?

19
91

Yes (71%)
(75)

No (29%)
(31)

There are 5 neighbourhood apartment buildings in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood which
are not zoned for higher density (and sit on RS-1 zoned lots). These properties are proposed
to be included in the Heritage Conservation Area and would be protected based on their
age. Do you agree with including these properties (highlighted yellow on the map)?
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Yes (49%)
(52)

No (51%)
(55)

Do you have any other comments on the Heritage Conservation Area?
80 responses were received - representative comments are included below. All verbatim comments are
included in the appendix.
•

Homeowner’s autonomy should be respected and the guidelines should be as light as possible.
Otherwise, residents will begin to resent living in a conservation area. The stronger the bylaws, the
more time council will have to spend settling disputes, reviewing requests and possibly ighting
lawsuits if value decreases. People worked hard to buy their homes, and deserve to make changes
that suit them. Each family’s needs must come irst...heritage second.

•

Why isn’t there an option for no HCA? It doesn’t seem like a fair survey because with only options
available that airm HCA all respondents could be seen as in support when many are not. I have
also noticed there ONLY being a positive narrative at all the open houses and public consultations
without any discussion of possible negative efects of an HCA. It seems very biased and one sided.

•

We need this, or the older houses will come down. Look at Vancouver! What about the rest of New
Westminster? I live in the Moody Park neighbourhood. Some design requirements would be nice. I’d
like to keep the heritage in my area, too.

•

Seems very similar to a strata concept. In my interactions at meetings and open houses, there is an
interesting component to observe - the age/racial background of those who are for conservation
and those who are not. This proposed HCA is very much an anglo-colonial ideal concept of housing
and neighbourhood development. Sorry conservationists, people of colour will continue to make
New West and the Queens Park area home. Get with the times - Canada is changing and that will
include your enclave - think of the character of people as opposed to just the character of houses.

•

All I have to say is that I am quite disappointed that the vocal minority is trying to dictate to the
rest of us what can be done to our homes, paid for with our hard earned money, through their
advocating for the HCA. How many of them have voluntarily put their house on the heritage
registry? Also, Canada is a diverse country and is constantly changing and evolving...stop trying
to hold on to an image of Canada that is relective of a monocultural past. Embrace change and
diversity knowing the character of the community can be enhanced.

•

Thanks for the great work everyone has done on this.

•

Ensure that laneway and coach houses are permitted to help encourage retention of the families
who know how to care for these beautiful old homes. Aging parents move into the laneway/coach
house, while there children start new families in the bigger heritage house. And the cycle repeats.
This is a long term community plan that helps preserve more than the neighbourhood, it preserves
the community that cherishes it.

•

Queens Park is the most amazing area in Metro Vancouver. Ensuring it maintains its character as a
whole area is so essential to preserve what makes it special.
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Should the Design Guidelines focus on traditional New Westminster architectural character and
compatibility with the streetscape?

00
46

Yes (60%)
(62 ppl)

No (40%)
(41 ppl)

The Design Guidelines focus on a Traditional Architectural Style, which would not typically include
contemporary roolines and massing or materials such as glass and steel. Is this an appropriate
response?
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Yes (54%)
(56 ppl)

No (46%)
(47 ppl)

New Residential Design Guidelines - are these the right elements to include?

46

Yes (53.5%)
(54 ppl )

No (46.5%)
(47 ppl)

Are we missing anything?
64 comments received - representative comments below
These are WAY to restrictive. Just because it its in with the old doesn’t mean it is the best way to build new
homes. Siting rules are reasonable. Building materials of yore do not necessarily it in with more ecological
and environmental newer materials. Again, just because it’s old doesn’t mean it’s better.
More than saying they should it the overal context of the pre 1929, the emphasis should be it on the
context of the adjacent homes on the block.
Only cover major elements (the irst 4 above). Porches, windows, and doors are not important.
Some of these guidelines seem too restrictive and quite frankly the whole thing scares me. I have no idea
who polices these types of policies and how any of this is enforced. If my neighbours don’t like the size of my
hedges or the style of my pathway will they be making calls to the city to have me ined or forced to make
all sorts of changes? I’m worried these types of policies can divide a neighbourhood, not bring it together.
Laneway and coach houses should be permitted to the rear and should also adhere to the same or similar
design guidelines such that they are consistent with the main house character.
If a mid century home has aluminum windows (which were typical) they should NOT be forced to keep
them in future or replace them with aluminum given the poor thermal eiciency of such windows.
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Changes to Existing Buildings - are these the right elements to include?

55

Yes (45%)
(46 ppl)

No (55%)
(56 ppl)

Are we missing anything?
58 comments received - representative comments below
Original windows aren’t always in good order. Why not allow appropriately designed windows as
replacements?
This sounds extremely restrictive unless it’s a designated heritage home.
REMOVE COLOR SCHEME!! Also create exemption for solar panel and eiciency or earthquake updates
We have a choice. Do we want Queen’s Park to be a living history museum, catering to upper-middle-class
folks in middle-age or their senior years, or do we want a thriving, diverse neighbourhood with families,
and a mixture of young and old, representing diferent income brackets. Invoking an HCA achieves only
one of those options by putting out a sign: “Choose to invest in a diferent neighbourhood.
I would not include paint colour. Too much potential for controversy.
I agree with this somewhat. Am concerned for the inancial burden this may put on new home buyers
that move or have moved to the area. I am nearing 65yrs of age, and fortunate to buy in Queens Park but
was only able to aford a modest home. This was to be my place of retirement & now concerned about
addtional inancial burdens.
Similar to my previous comment I just don’t see how this can be realistically enforced. There are many
violations already in the neighbourhood. As soon as you tell one home to conform they will be looking
at their neighbours’ homes and insisting they do as well. I’d rather not live in a neighbourhood where my
neighbours have the power to have me punished for every minor infraction. This is not how you nurture
community togetherness. It’s one thing to enforce on new builds and prevent big box homes, another thing
trying to enforce on regular day-to-day basis on existing homes.
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Landscape Design Guidelines - are these the right elements to include?

64

Yes (46%)
(47 ppl)

No (54%)
(55 ppl)

Are we missing anything?
57 comments received - representative comments below
Are you kidding me! I’m not in a strata! This is my property.
Who is going to “police” these things? Seems like we’re handing over the entire neighbourhood to the
heritage preservationists. We like our homes, but we don’t obsess about every little detail the way they do. I
don’t want to be told what my yard should look like!
If you’re forcing new residents to spend their own money to make their renos and new builds it what
a vocal minority of QPers demand, then the city should also FORCE existing homeowners to redo their
landscaping at their own cost to match these guidelines. If city council thinks it’s okay to punish one set of
homeowners, then it should equally punish ALL homeowners.
Design guidelines should be voluntary.
This is too restrictive...again an additional inancial burden. I agree with walls, fences,& pergola & lighting
statement.
How come the city conveniently excludes its own buildings in Queen’s Park from the HCA area, which
means it can simply demolish the Arenex instead of rebuilding/restoring it as soon as it becomes
convenient? Why one set of rules for owners of private property, but another set for the municipal
government that purports to support the HCA principles? If councillors support preservation principles
when someone else is footing the bill, then they need to equally support them when the city is on the hook.
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APPENDIX

What We Are Asking You Today
There are five topics which we would like your feedback on today:
1. Are the restrictions in each category appropriate?
2. Are the housing eras in the right categories?
3. Should only residentially zoned properties (RS-1, RS-2, RS-5, RS-6: single-detached
dwellings) be included?
4. Should the Design Guidelines focus on traditional New Westminster Architectural
Character?
5. Are the elements proposed in the Design Guidelines appropriate?
The following panels will provide you with more information
regarding the above questions and will give you space to
answer questions and provide comments about the proposed
material.
9

March 2017

Boundaries of the Heritage Conservation Area
It is proposed that the Heritage Conservation Area only include properties zoned residential
(single detached dwellings). These properties would be subject to the proposed provisions and
levels of protection presented on the following panels.

Currently, it is proposed that the Heritage Conservation
Area will not be applicable to properties that are zoned
commercial, institutional or multi-family (RM or RT).
Those properties are indicated in grey on the map (left).
Do you agree with leaving these properties out?

YES

NO

There are 5 apartments buildings in the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood which are not zoned for higher density
(and sit on RS-1 zoned lots). These properties are
proposed to be included in the Heritage Conservation
Area and would be protected based on their age. Do you
agree with including these properties (highlighted yellow
on the map)?

YES

NO

Other Comments?

KEY:
Commercial/
Institutional/ RM
Zones/ RT Zones
Apartment

10
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Which level of protection do you think each housing era go into?
The previous boards show what level of protection is proposed for each housing era based on Round 1 consultation results. Did we get his right?
Place your housing era sticker in to he level of protection you think it should have based on he information on he previous panels. You also have a blank sticker, which can be used to
change he proposed ano her category of protection.

Advanced Protection
Require council approval for major construction activities
on the front and sides of the house, subdivision, and
demolition.
Currently proposed in this category:
• Colonial Era Houses (Prior to 1900)
• Boom Era Houses (1900 - 1929)

Standard Protection

Limited Protection

Require council approval for demolition and subdivision.

Require council approval for subdivision only.

Currently proposed in this category:
• Wartime Houses (1930 - 1949)

Currently proposed in this category:
• Post-modern houses (1950 - 1975)
• Contemporary houses (1975 - Contemporary)
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Design Guideline Introduction

The character of Queen’s Park is dependent on its entire collection of buildings, landscape and streetscape elements,
and it is essential that all components work together to provide a harmonious appearance. The overall framework
should be a cohesive and visually appealing streetscape based on authentic historic character.
The currently existing Design Guidelines for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood were created in 1999 for the Historic
District and are voluntary. The Design Guidelines are being fully updated as part of the Heritage Conservation Area
Review and would become mandatory if the Heritage Conservation Area is implemented. The updated guidelines will
be informed by “The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada”, best practices in
heritage design, as well as feedback gathered from Council, stakeholders, and the community. There are three sections
in the design guidelines: 1) new residential architecture; 2) changes to existing buildings; and 3) landscape design.

There are two questions we are asking you today about the proposed Design Guidelines:
1.Should the Design Guidelines focus on traditional New Westminster Architectural Character and compatibility with the
streetscape?
2.Are the elements proposed in the Design Guidelines appropriate?

18
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Focus of the Design Guidelines
Traditional New Westminster Architectural Character:
Architectural styles are reflective of the time period
in which they flourished. As such, there is an
established collection of architectural elements
that are considered to be associated with New
Westminster’s history. These elements provide
the basis for defining the traditional architectural
character of New Westminster:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Siting in the middle of the lot;
Landscaped gardens;
Peaked (triangular) roofs;
Shingled roofs;
Raised first floor;
Open lower level front porches or verandahs;
Vertically oriented windows;
Wooden doors; and
Wooden or stucco siding.

These architectural elements a found in the various
styles of architecture that are associated with
historic development in British Columbia, including
New Westminster, such as, but not limited to the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Based on feedback from Round 1 consultation, the Design
Guidelines focus on a Traditional New Westminster
Architectural Character which would not typically include
contemporary roolines and massing, or materials such as
glass and steel. Is this an appropriate approach?

YES

NO

Early Vernacular
Workman’s Cottage
Victorian
Queen Anne Revival
Edwardian
Craftsman
Craftsman Bungalows
Arts & Crafts
Tudor/Georgian/Dutch Colonial Revivals

Compatibility with the Streetscape
There is also a need for changes to “fit in” with adjacent architectural context and streetscape, and
not just a particular historic style. This is to ensure that new construction reflects the diverse range of
character that is key to Queen’s Park’s value.
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Section 1 | New Residential Architecture
Overview
This section of the Design Guidelines is for newly constructed buildings. The goal of these design
guidelines is to ensure that new buildings reflect the New Westminster Traditional Architectural
Character and are compatible with adjacent buildings and the streetscape.
A high proportion of the houses in Queen’s Park are considered historic and possess a common
palette of materials, leading to a sense of cohesion within the neighbourhood. Residents and
visitors appreciate Queen’s Park as an intact and historic neighbourhood, not just a collection of
older homes. The whole neighbourhood has a heritage character, even where new homes have
been added to Queen’s Park.

Good Example of Contemporary Inill

Poor Example of Contemporary Inill Emulating Historic Character

Design Guideline Elements
The following aspects of building design would be covered by the Design Guidelines:
• Form: the configuration of the new building (shape, mass, scale, proportion, rhythm, texture,
articulation) must be compatible to neighbouring buildings within the streetscape context
• Siting: front setbacks must be consistent with adjacent properties’ setbacks; auxiliary buildings
must be a the rear of properties; garage doors must never be part of a street-facing building
façade
• Traditional Style: new buildings must be evaluated carefully within their streetscape context
to understand the appropriate architectural approach which must be consistent with the overall
character of existing buildings on the street
• Roof Design: roofs must be gabled in keeping with the historic buildings in the neighbourhood
• Porches and Verandahs: an open porch or verandah is an integral part of Traditional
Architecture
• Windows and Doors: these do not need to be exact reproductions of historic styles but
should match the prevailing vertical emphasis and reference the established rhythm of openings in
facades of heritage buildings in the streetscape
• Materials: materials should conform to the overall context of the pre-1929 buildings of the
neighbourhood, with honest use of materials and simple and logical application of their forms and
proportions

Good Example of Contemporary Inill Referencing Historic Material

Are these the right elements to include? Are we
missing anything?
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Section 2 | Changes to Existing Buildings
Overview
This section of the Design Guidelines is for protected properties in Queen’s Park, which are currently
defined as pre-1929 buildings and includes those already Designated or listed on the Heritage
Register. These guidelines are based upon the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada, which define the principles of good conservation practice.

Design Guideline Elements
The following aspects of building design would be covered by the Design Guidelines:
• Form: wherever possible, the configuration of the heritage building (shape, mass, scale,
proportion, rhythm, texture, articulation, colour) should be uncovered or left in place and preserved
• Architectural Details: the remaining original architectural details should be identified and
rehabilitated
• Windows and Doors: every attempt should be made to retain the original windows or
replace inappropriate later windows with replicas of the originals
• Materials: original materials should be left in place, or exposed when covered but intact, and
new materials should be consistent with both the style and age of the building
• Colour: buildings should return to an authentic colour scheme

Colourful Queen’s Park Houses

Are these the right elements to include? Are we
missing anything?
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Section 3 | Landscape Design Principles
Overview
The heritage landscape character of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood is created by the experience
of its open space. This includes the private residential property, from the building to the property
line, as well as the public open space.

Design Guideline Elements
The following aspects of landscape design would be covered by the Design Guidelines:
• Site Layout: organization of yard should take cues from the house design and consider views,
particularly those to the Fraser River
• Views and Permeability: fences and other elements along the property line should be low;
property lines between lots should not always be delineated; views should be screened
• Grade Changes: many buildings are at a grade above the street and should have a stepped
transition vs. a plain grass slope
• Planting Design: the role of trees, foundation planting, border planting, lawns, etc. as seen
in the Traditional Style of the neighbourhood
• Driveways and Walkways: long driveways are common and should be designed to
reduce the aesthetic and environmental impact of large paved areas; walkways should be distinct
from driveways
• Walls, Fences and Pergolas: fences should be low; pergolas or archways at the front
walkway historically emphasize the pedestrian entrance or the sideyard walkway; contemporary
materials are suitable
• Lighting: use subtle fixtures and lighting that direct light downward versus into neighbouring
properties or the sky
• Landscape Materials: high quality contemporary and historic materials should be used
• Plant Selection: any appropriate plant may be used provided it is in the right place to allow
for growth, composition and views

The residential garden and streetscape contribute to each other with layout, views and layering.

Are these the right elements to include? Are we
missing anything?
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OPEN HOUSE #1 - VERBATIM COMMENTS
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ONLINE SURVEY - VERBATIM COMMENTS

Do you have any other comments on the Heritage Conservation Area? (100 words)
Response

Count

80 responses

Residential real estate locked in a time capsule and held there by law is almost always punished in a free

market with lower sales prices. We're opposed to the QPHCA. We purchased our property in Queen's Park

as a regularly zoned property. We don't want any additional restrictions of any kind imposed on our property

as this will decrease the value of the property. We don't want to be punished for buying in Queen's Park.
The poorly worded wartime group in my view should be expanded to include 1930's houses. The middle

group should be extended from 1940 to 1959, and the rest in limited group. The names of the groups are not

helpful and should be changed. The middle group should be subject to design guidelines.There should be

consideration to extending the age groups by one year as each year goes by. If the middle group is not
under design controls it will be picked apart bt developers

I am completely concerned with how much control is given 2 the Heritage Conservation group on a property

& home that own. I purchased a home instead of an apartment to avoid a strata & to be free to make

changes to my home with respect to the area. This is infringing on my rights as a home owner & is putting

restrictions on the biggest investment of my life that I worked my ass off for I'm at the beginning of my 3 of 27
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restrictions on the biggest investment of my life that I worked my ass off for. I m at the beginning of my
investment cycle meaning I have more 2 lose than someone at the end
What does choice one and two mean?
Choice 1 & 2 seem unclear.
Your taking home owners rights away. This should be volunteer , if someone wants their house protected.

We didn't buy a protected house and want to keep it that way.

Homeowner's autonomy should be respected and the guidelines should be as light as possible. Otherwise,

residents will begin to resent living in a conservation area. The stronger the bylaws, the more time council
will have to spend settling disputes, reviewing requests and possibly fighting lawsuits if value decreases.

People worked hard to buy their homes, and deserve to make changes that suit them. Each family's needs

must come first...heritage second.

In the modern house category it states no restrictions to the back of the house. There shouldbe NO
restrictions to ANY side of the house. This is NOTclear in the guidelines.

Some of us have been here long enough to remember the other time this was attempted. What hurts this

cause more than anything is that some of the key supporters (no names necessary) believe they own QP.

They don't. At the open house last night some newer residents clearly felt publicly shamed and excluded,

simply because they mentioned concerns about property values and advanced restrictions. They were even

told they should leave QP. Unbelievable! Many of us older residents have those same concerns. Should we

leave too? This attitude turns people off - then and now.

This proposal is completely inappropriate subjugation of a property owner's rights to alter their private home

as they see fit. If such rules are considered important they should be applied uniformly across the city; it is
utterly inappropriate and extremely arrogant of council to single out one neighbourhood with which to

permanently interfere. Will all movie and television shoots in Queen's Park be permanently cancelled to

further guarantee the conservation of the neighbourhood's Heritage character? That would do more to
improve the area than any of the proposed guidelines!! Thank you.

Please correct the zoning of the 6 apartment buildings and other non-conforming multi-family units in

neighborhood

There should be the highest levels of protection on homes up to Wartime and then standard protection

through until 1970. Protect excellent post and beam & modernist homes, not just what is oldest. Maybe use

50 years as cutoff.

Entrance into the Heritage Protection should be voluntary and not forced on present homeowners.
This entire process is flawed, put it to a referendum lets vote and see what the people of Queens Park really

want, you have taken away my property rights and you have also eliminated a large market share! shame on

you City Council for even listening to this group, If they want to have heritage de signation then let it be by
choice, not by forcing it on us, lets put this to a vote the few people steering this are only a few.

4 of 27
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There should be a referendum on the issue. A vote be placed by all residents in the Queen's Park are. Many

residents unaware of what is being proposed by only a handful of residents speaking on behalf of a larger

community.

Why are you doing this in the first place. Why not just say no one can build anything new in New Westminster

. Keep this nonsense up and you are going to turn this City into a ghos t town, and Who pays for all this
nonsense

Exterior renos should not be included, there can be suggested guidelines, but they should not be

mandatory. This is a violation of my rights as a home owner. The concerns of the younger generation coming

in to the area are long term and the older generations have little to lose and are making it difficult for

younger families as the new regulations are extreme ly restrictive. BUT the biggest issue is human rights and
the rights I have as a home owner...I'm not in a strata.

Why isn't there an option for no HCA? It doesn't seem like a fair survey because with only options available

that affirm HCA all respondents could be seen as in support when many are not. I have also noticed there

ONLY being a positive narrative at all the open houses and public consultations without any discussion of
possible negative effects of an HCA. It seems very biased and one sided.

We need this, or the older houses will come down. Look at Vancouver! What about the rest of New

Westminster? I live in the Moody Park neighbourhood. Some design requirements would be nice. I'd like to

keep the heritage in my area, too.

The HCA places disproportionate burden on NEW home owners in a punitive fashion. The new owners bought

at an inflated market price, and stand to lose $ because they can no longer pursue all rights under RS zoning.

Instead, because council reacts to political pressure from a vocal minority and overrides their own staff

recommendations, new owners must restore properties that previous owners allowed to fall into disrepair

for decades. The HCA incentives ramshackle ho uses becoming MORE decrepit because they are worth more
as an empty lot after they fall down completely than as a house that must be restored.

the value of my house will go down because it was built in 1929. someone would buy a house built in 1930

instead.

If the house is of good design and good quality it should be protected regardless of its age. If is is not good

design, it could be demolished, regardless of its age. All new construction should be of good design and
interesting, and NOT faux heritage

The more protection the better. Help stop developers/flippers from ruining this area only for profit. Livability

over $!! Its one of the best examples of a densely populated heritage house neighbourhood and should be

protected. There are many other areas where one could build a modern home. Create clear rules that do not
allow for manipulation and educate the public to allay their fears.

Change the top end years that are protected to at least 1949
G
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Garages and carports should also be protected and regulated by design controls.
This survey is appalling, it is forcing respondents to accept a Heritage Conservation Area (HCA) and we as

owners cannot put "none of the above" on this survey. The City Council based the HCA on 109 participates

(30 homes or less) presented in 2015 not 109 of the 702 homes. Undemocratic and HCA should be withdrawn

forthwith. A strata corporation has one vote per unit and an HCA resolution would require 80% approval to
pass. Participants are dictating a law on my home, this is appalling and the City Council should stop the

process forthwith.

Seems very similar to a strata concept. In my interactions at meetings and open houses, there is an

interesting component to observe - the age/racial background of those who are for conservation and those

who are not. This proposed HCA is very much an anglo-colonial ideal concept of housing and neighbourhood
development. Sorry conservationists, people of colour will continue to make New West and the Queens Park

area home. Get with the times - Canada is changing and that will include your enclave - think of the character

of people as opposed to just the character of houses.

Must include advanced protection for houses up to 1960s and maybe even later.
While the HCA concept is a novel one, I would suggest that my fellow Queens Park neighbours think more

long-term and not be so short sighted and constantly looking in the rearview mirror. There are many homes

in Queens Park that do not need to be protected solely on their age - there are many that simply need to be

replaced by modern new homes that have a character that fits with the overall feeling of the neighbourhood.
I find it interesting that the hardcore conservationists live in beautiful, large homes and want to dictate their

ideals on everyone else.

I want to see strong protection for the streetscape, for trees, and for landscaping. The existing feel of the

neighbourhood comes from the trees and greenscape as much as from the beautiful heritage homes. I am

not in favour of any new development that does not respect the current architectural designs in the

neighbourhood (i.e., no flat roofs, no homes with massive bulk) and the proportions of the streetscape.

It's interesting to hear about these "studies" that talk about how property values will not be impacted by a

potential HCA. For those who have had their property in Queens Park for a number of years, and bought for

much cheaper prices, sure, it will not affect their property values a great deal. However, for those of us who
bought recently, when real estate prices were at an all-time high, this will significantly impact how much

money we are able to recoup given there are going to be so many potential constraints in place.

All I have to say is that I am quite disappointed that the vocal minority is trying to dictate to the rest of us

what can be done to our homes, paid for with our hard earned money, through their advocating for the HCA.
How many of them have voluntarily put their house on the heritage registry? Also, Canada is a diverse

country and is constantly changing and evolving...stop trying to hold on to an image of Canada that is

reflective of a monocultural past. Embrace change and diversity knowing the character of the co mmunity can
be enhanced.

I feel compelled to complete this survey after watching the most recent council meeting. One after the other

I saw people who did not represent me talking very pro-conservation of all homes in Queens Park I do 6not
of 27
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I saw people who did not represent me talking very pro-conservation of all homes in Queens Park. I do not

think they understand that history has diverse and divergent viewpoints - not all of us are like-minded, elitist

who want to keep the status quo. I'm very concerned about property rights being infringed as my house

continues to age and is at a point where it's going to potentially need major overhauls.
Thanks for the great work everyone has done on this.

I love walking around the queens park neighbourhood because of all the beautiful older homes of all ages.
Many of the new homes don't fit in so its important to save what is still left.

Ensure that laneway and coach houses are permitted to help encourage retention of the families who know

how to care for these beautiful old homes. Aging parents move into the laneway/coach house, while there

children start new families in the bigger heritage house. And the cycle repeats. This is a long term community
plan that helps preserve more than the neighbourhood, it preserves the community that cherishes it.

All buildings in Queens Park should be subject to design ciontrols. The meat market on 2nd is a real eyesore

and they should make it fit in with wood instead of stucco siding.

I think City should not implement any changes; this will cause a large dro p in property values. I been in real
estate for many years. I feel
Personal Information

have learned that

Personal Information

. I hope the city does the right thing and not take people's property rights away. I
Personal Information

Personal Information

. Please don't take

Personal Information

people's hard money and throw it away.

There should not be conservation area as such. Protection should be afforded to heritage designated homes

and buildings citywide.

Queens Park is the most amazing area in Metro Vancouver. Ensuring it maintains its character as a whole area

is so essential to preserve what makes it special.
Seems like it's anti freedom.

The `ADVANCED' level of protection for all pre 1929 homes should include approval for work on the rear of

the Home. This way the entire the entire structure is protected, this way un-sympathetic additions to the rear

of the home could be prevented. Such control would preserve the streetscape where such homes are

located on street corner properties.

Their should be no heritage conservation since most home being put up in this area are still following suite
with the look & the design of the Heritage neighbourhood .

prptecting herritage buildings is parmount for preserving the distinct architecture of he area and canadian

culture.

The era approach is appealing but unworkable in the details due to the wide range of variability. Better to

have rigorous design guidelines that apply to all buildings in the proposed area. Any change then takes into
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consideration the guidelines, the unique character of the building and the unique character of the local

streetscape. This is far more workable. e.g. my ~1900 era vinyl clad house should not have to meet unfair

heritage era criteria. The basic issue is this: Does the proposed change fit? HCA needs to work well with

increased density, age in place values etc.

I am a resident of New Wesminster and am deeply concerned with the approach being taken here. I am

vehemently opposed to protections being put into place as I feel it is not the city's right to dictate how

individual's choose to build/design/renovate their homes. We should be promoting New Westminster as an

attractive location for families, not a city stuck in the past.

There should be different levels between renos and demolishing of a home. For example the requirements

to demolish should be strict, but renos should only have suggested guideline s. We should have the freedom
to do external renos without approval

There should be more options in those drop down menus in the previous section. I'm wholly opposed to the

HCA. The drop downs don't even make sense because I have to choose LIMITED for time periods the

proposed policy actually recommends having NO protection. This survey is FLAWED. Redo your public

consultations to gather unbiased respo nses!!!!!

Establishing an HCA is the definition of white privilege. Creating a HCA is another way of saying: We only want

people who think exactly like us living in Queen's Park. The city's own open houses have shown that HCA

advocates are not just unwilling to compromise for the good of the neighbourhood and in the spirit of

neighbourliness, but that they are unwilling to concede that those on the other side of the issue have valid
concerns. That is not the basis on which to build fair, rationale legislation.

Before approval of the HCA, the city needs to do a full analysis of the impacts of an HCA on land values in

current Greater Vancouver real estate condition--not relying upon years-old studies about uncomparable

cities. If value drops 5% or 10% for someone who bought 10 years ago, they'll still be well ahead of their

original purchase price. But, if you bought at the peak of the market a year ago, your price was based on

having all reno/rebuild options being legally available. And a decrease in value could be devastating. Show

understanding before impacting lives.

Stop assuming the people of New Westminster support this incursion into property-owner rights. I choose

NO PROTECTION for all age periods in the previous section, but neither this survey (nor the accompanying
open house) allows me to select that as an option. This is highly presumptious on the part of city council.

I am NOT in favour of a HCA. This HCA proposal infringes on property owners personal rights. I believe there

should be limited protection on the homes in this neighbourhood. People should have the right to make

decisions about their homes without city involvement. I do support the creation ofdesign guidelines to
ensure that renovations or new construction fits with the character of homes in the neigbourhood and

streetscape etc. I worry that by categorizing homes by age/era they were built in and not looking at each

home individually is not right. Can't compare the modest homes to grand homes.
No design guidline s for limited.

8 of 27
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People should voluntarily be able to put their homes to protected if they like; and someone wishes no to ,

that should be their choice. Implementing this will give people a massive loss of property values. People that

support conservation of older homes have put signs in their front lawns; I drove around the neighborhood

and noticed 1in 30 homes in Queens park has a suppport sigh. I encourage the Mayor and Council to drive
through the area.

I strongly support making Queen's Park a Heritage Conservation Area and would also like to see rules or

guidelines around maintaining trees, boulevards and other landscaped areas. I also feel astro turf is

unsuitable for a conservation area and would like it to be limited to backyards and areas where it isn't visible

from the street.

I want to see an end to the demolition of our historical houses.
The 1930s homes in particular should be protected in that category.
Homes that are older but have no unique or interesting features , or homes that are in poor condition should

be exempted.

Design Guidelines for new construction should be strict to create quality heritage looks instead of cheap

replicas. For example, a simple true divided light wood window closely resembles the original, but a vinyl

window with bars to simulate divided light does not. This applies to siding, roofing material, etc. Discourage

developers from "cheaping out" on finishes and design will encourage heritage retention.

Survey doesn't include a option for no option. There should be no protection on any property unless

homeowners do it voluntarily. Such protection will cause people to lo se thousands of dollars. I have spoken
to numerous realtors and appraisers and they agree. I'm strongly opposed and will support legal action.

Drive through the neighborhood and you'll see a sign in every 30 the house supporting; less then 4%

support.

This should be voluntary; there is less then 20% support for this. Drive around the neighborhood and you'll

see that support signs are posted on less the n 15% of the houses; even some homeowners have posted 2

signs at one house, support is still low. There is a small group of that have influenced City about this change.

Any appraiser or realtor can tell you that the property values will decrease by $300-$500k per property. I pay

one of the highest taxes in province and now hit with a 20-30% reduction in property values. I support a class

action suit.

As a retired home owner i am very concerned that the value of my house will decline. I do not feel there
should be any restrictions.

As a home owner I feel very strongly that there should be limited restrictions.
I feel like either every house should be limited OR there shouldn't even be an HCA at all... This creates an

unfair system where those with older homes may feel punished by restrictive guidelines and those with

homes after 1950 can essentially do anything they want. This also makes an already exceedingly expensive

neighbourhood even less valuable to new families who buy homes keeping in mind the types of changes
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they want to make. I'm afraid this type of measure will scare off those younger generations and potentially

decrease my property value.

While most residents agree it's nice to see restoresd older homes rather than the jigantic boxes we see

nowdays it is not right to force the owner of an older home to restore with expensive materials rather than

rebuild with modern materials after all they are the ones that fronted up with six figures to purchase a

building that really needs to be torn down. Are the council planing to subsidise the restoration cost, I think

not, It's better to encourage the retention of an older structure rather than beat the owners with a big stick.
The former questions only let me select levels when I don't believe there should be ANY level of mandatory

protection- this proposal is an absolute VIOLATION OF MY PROPERTY RIGhTS

There are many lovely old homes in QP that are being maintained & restored, I am happy about that.

However not every house in the area has to be saved. Why was the demo permit for the Arbutus St house

approved but the College court & 5th Ave houses were refused? doesn't make sense. And I believe the

proposed restrictions will certainly have an unfavorable impact on house values. Word is that values will

increase in long term, but that is true of real estate in general. And not everyone has the time/money/ and/or

desire to restore an old house

The design guidlines are far too restrictive. The focus should be on building materials only.
This survey will provide misleading results. There is no option for anyone to select NO protection for any of

the age- classes. The HCA does nothing to encourage current owners to restore their properties. It's all

restrictions and punitive measures. There are no incentives or inducements, which many other jurisdictions

use to encourage heritage retention.

Why does the survey assume I want even Limited protection for any of these age periods? Why can't I

choose NONE? I'm dead-set against the HCA, but this survey doesn't let me express that.

No levels of protection that are not voluntary. I live in New West and all I see are a mayor and councillors

coming for the rights of property owners. If they do it in one neighbourhood, they'll do it elsewhere.
We feel very strongly that Heritage Conservation is infringing on our basic rights as citizens of New

Westminster. The city should not have input in design, build or renovation to owners properties. If the city,

and a select group of heritage enthusiasts, feel the need to pursue this action, property owners should be

grandfathered in this process. If HCA goes ahead, tax breaks should be given to those most affected. The

idea that the value of homes will not diminish is utter garbage. To those in support of the HCA, be careful

what you wish for.

I'm generally a heritage-minded person. I should be the easiest convert to the cause of heritage

preservation. But the small minority of QP residents who are the strongest advocates of HCA protections

have taken an all-or-nothing approach to the issue. Either you agree with them fully and insist on every single

building regardless of condition, or else. There is no room in their approach for neighbourly negotiation and

compromise.
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Thank you for your efforts. I am a resident of Queens Park and wholeheartedly agree with protecting this

historically important area. Let New West continue to be unique, and not simply be like other cities.

I do not support a HCA for Queens Park. Not all older homes have heritage value. A small group of people

are driving this. Only residents of Queens Park should decide whether an HCA is implemented. This should

be put to a vote to only and all Queens Park residents. Future and spent taxpayer money should go towards

voluntary heritage incentives to all areas in New West.

My house is my biggest investment, I'm planning to sell in a few years after retirement but if these new

restrictions are implemented, I will lose my retirement savings. Please don't punish good law bidding citizens

because a small group of people are pushing for this. It should be voluntary. Please don't ruin my life
savings.

The first I heard of the "three levels of protection" was with the last mailing re. consultation events. My

colonial era house sits on more than one legal lot, so these guidelines will make it more difficult to sell my

property for possible redevelopment. Therefore my property value goes down.
All new houses should look haritage..no Surrey specials please.

I do not agree with implementing a HCA or mandatory design guidelines. Whether people realize it or not

history is being defined as we speak. 50, 75 to 100 years from now people will look back and see how

people lived in 2017. The entire city of New Westminster is full of diverse buildings from all eras, Queens

Park should be treated no differently.

Would like to see the Advanced category include houses up to 1940 and 41 - 59 included in the standard

category with some design guidelines otherwise there doesn't seem to be a point of having a standard

category. Add Design G for front/sides and front roofline. Don't want to see a peaked roof removed and an

addition and flat roof added to a home!
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Are we missing anything? (100 words)
Response

Count

64 responses

Queen's Park should allow for density, like townhomes, and also allow exisitng apartment buildings to be

demolished and rebuilt slightly taller. We do not need to preserve single family housing when we should be

doing the exact opposite. Look at Vancouver, do that! From march 7, 2017 --

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/vancouver-drops-downzoning-plan-meant-to-curb-

demolitions-of-character-houses/article34236732/

Yes, but this should be up to the engineering department only! Other materials should be considered as

technology and home improvements are far more advanced.

Include but within reason, sounds like it could be overly strict.
These guide lines shouldn't apply, people should be allowed to build whatever they like.
These design elements are too detailed. What does it matte r if there's a garage door facing the street? It's
2017...it seems silly to pretend that it's 1917.

These are WAY to restrictive. Just because it fits in with the old doesn't mean it is the best way to build new

homes. Siting rules are reasonable. Building materials of yore do not necessarily fit in with more ecological

and environmental newer materials. Again, just because it's old doesn't mean it's better.
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Only cover major elements (the first 4 above). Porches, windows, and doors are not important.
New Westminster's history would start with extensive logging and a military presence. Why not propose that

in concert with the local history and tradition that all trees be cut down or trimmed back? Why does council

see fit to only select the aspects of historical design that are appealing to the minority and apply them to
one area only? Arrogance and thoughtlessness are certainly part of the answer to that question. Being

swayed by a non representative, vocal, lobby group is likely also part of the equation. Are there other

reasons too?

More than saying they should fit the overal context of the pre 1929, the emphasis should be fit on the context

of the adjacent homes on the block.

Windows if not wood should follow traditional patterns. Black or dark in colour, not white and obviously vinyl.
While the Hertage Protection should be voluntary. The Design guidlines should only be enforced on entirely

new homes.

Yes if you want all these materials used is the city going to help pay for them, will we get a tax break or

some kind of compensation

Pull your head out of the sand, Joe taxpayer wants none of this !
Some of these guidelines seem too restrictive and quite frankly the whole thing scares me. I have no idea

who polices these types of policies and how any of this is enforced. If my neighbours don't like the size of

my hedges or the style of my pathway will they be making calls to the city to have me fined or forced to

make all sorts of changes? I'm worried these types of policies can divide a neighbo urhood, not bring it
together.

The character of the neighbourhood will be better preserved with new houses built to strict design

guidelines than by forcing (through punitive measures) owners to restore a house in such poor repair that

requires to be rebuilt from the foundation up. But that is what city council has done in the Protection Period,

setting aside their own staff recommendations, to punish new homeowners for the decades of neglect from
previous homeowners. The city needs to stop prioritizing the needs of a vocal minority in one

neighbourhood when the loud, public message it sends is: "New West doesn't welcome new residents!!!"
my house sits on 2 legal lots ????
Traditional style is fine if it is good design. We have plenty of fake heritage houses. Contemporary style

could also be permitted if it is GOOD design and quality. An eclectic mix of houses of different ages makes
for an interesting street scape.

On the issue of streetscape, just because a nasty 70's or the few contemporary houses that have been

sanctioned over the years should NOT be used on the compatibility equation. The date for materials should

match the dates for the advanced category....which should include at least up to 1940's houses if not up to
1959
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Replacing original wood windows with vinyl or aluminum or original siding with vinyl or stucco should not be

allowed in design guidelines for renovations or new builds.

At arranged meetings the acceptance of design control is a vote for HCA. This is wrong. As put by one

owner, the charm of Historic Queens part is the variety of homes through the ages. Owners choice is if they

wish their home to be des ignated heritage that is their choice, not the choice of "participants" at meetings or
surveys. We do not want a City Council that has ultimate control on the destiny of my home or other peoples

home. We live in a democratic society. Heritage Control will lead to devaluing smaller properties.

What about renovations to existing homes? These should also follow architectural guidelines, and should not

impact on front or sides of the home in order to maintain the streetscape. There are also some outbuildings, such as garages, that should be protected and/or subject to building guidelines.

reproductions of windows, doors should be considered (wood is best because it is a natural resource)
Laneway and coach houses should be permitted to the rear and should also adhere to the same or similar

design guidelines such that they are consistent with the main house character.

Can the city help with low-interest loans or grants so homeowners can remove stucco that was put on in 50s

or 60s, that woukd make a huge difference to imrove Queens Park.

What is good for building guidelines for city at large is good for this neighbourhood as well.
Living in this neighborhood is a choice which should include an obligation to maintain and enhance what
makes it amazing

Too restrictive. Should allow designs compatible with styles used until 1950. Should allow for more efficient

and energy-saving materials and environmentally progressive materials/devices such as photovoltaic panels

or shingles now coming available. War era elements and designs can be pleasing and fit well into the QP

neighborhood.

The City has done an excellent job of defining the architecture and specific characteristics that must be

included. This needs to become mandatory not voluntary. It's sad that a number of new style homes have

already been constructed in our neighbourhood. These large mass steel and glass structures are an

eyesore in Queens Park. In any other setting they might work, but their stark, institutional appearance ruins

the streetscape.

1930 -1949 style is important too - Cape Cod for example
The devil is in the details. The architect speak in the "materials" section could mean anything! e.g. surely

nice, efficient vinyl windows would qualify? Or not?! The interests of the "pure heritage" enthusiasts need to

be balanced with the reality of existing stock and property rights of owners. What would really help is some

specific use cases using existing stock? e.g. use my house Personal Information and say I wanted to add a

matching dormer: what would be required? There could be others. This would help people understand how

this would work.
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I feel the guideline elements proposed are much too restrictive. Residents and property owners should have

the ability to design homes to fit their families' needs.

The previous question didn't allow us to comment... The guidelines are fine if they are suggested guidelines

for current homes... I disagree if they are mandatory for homes that are not being demolished
Let's call this what it is: "Whiny White people don't want newcomers to their neighbourhood."

On this issue, council is choosing sides, and it's going to be noticed in the rest of the city by other New West

residents like me. I'm treating this as a referendum for the next municipal election: any councillor who votes

to support the HCA will NOT get my vote at election time. If mayor and council are willing to trample home-

owner rights in one neighbourhood, they'll be willing to do that in my neighbourhood too.

Why has city council not investigated Vancouver's recent character home study, which estimated that legal

heritage protection would result in significant decreases in property value? What assurances will city council

make that home-owners will not be negatively impacted?

This is just a mobilized minority who are opposed to ANY and ALL change to their precious QP. Even with an

HCA, they'll start opposing any laneway houses that are proposed to be built. But QP, like all neighbourhoods

in Greater Vancouver, needs to do its part to accept gentle density to relieve the region's housing crisis. If

the HCA advocates cannot examine the issue in a region-wide lens, then they are unreasonable and council

needs to stop listening. It is not for other NW neighbourhoods to densify in the OCP so that QP can remain a
pristine, exclusive enclave.

Some of these design elements should be included. Others are too restrictive. For ex. the porches and

verandahs should not be mandatory. Not all homes have them. If someone were to construct a newer home

they need to consider functionality and allowed sq footage for outdoor space and may not be how they wish
to use the allotted space. Should be less restrictive with windows as well.

Too restrictive. Too resistant to change. There should be more focus on increased density and alternative

housing types. Large lots with single dwellings are wastefull and should be discouraged.
People should be allowed to build whatever they like.

I think we should be very careful about new infill houses. In o rder to maximize the lot potential, developers

"conform" to heritage guidelines as minimally as possible and take a cookie cutter infill house and modify it

by slapping some cheap embellishments on the front and claim it's "historically sensitive". The end result is a

house that looks neither contemporary or sensitive to the surrounding heritage houses. New builds should

closely resemble or complement the historical homes. I think new builds should also be required to use
historical paint colours to help them blend in better.

No more flat-roofed houses or garages on the street almost in front of the home.
Stone and brick buildings should be permissable.
If a mid century home has aluminum windows (which were typical) they should NOT be forced to keep them
15 of 27
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If a mid century home has aluminum windows (which were typical) they should NOT be forced to keep them
in future or replace them with aluminum given the poor thermal efficiency of such windows.

my concern is with materials. My 1945 home bought 3 yrs ago has vinyl siding on exterior & from the street

looks like wood. Would I be forced to replace with wood like products when & if it needs to be repaired or

replaced.

Windows and doors should be reproductions of historical styles in design and materials. They are more
expensive, but not prohibitively so.

No guide lines should be implemented
landscaping - consistent with neighbourhood (ie - rock "lawns", faux grass vs real grass/planted beds)
No guidelines
There are too many restrictions that would hinder resale values.
I walk around the neighbourhood right now and see MANY existing violations to what's in these design

guidelines. Do we really expect homeo wners to outlay a bunch of money to bring their homes up to code?

Can we really expect that these can be properly enforced? Last thing I want is having neighbours (or the city)

watch everything I do and open myself up to fines if I don't conform. I see things in the guidelines about the

styles of people's pathways, the height of hedges, the color of pain, the style of shakes on the roof. Seems

draconian.

Guidelines are ok but not if they seriously impact the property value of existing older homes that should

really be torn down and replaced with modern fire and earthquake resistant materials, many of the older

homes are fire traps with only one method of getting down from the top story. Is the city prepared to set

sued if it seriously impacts the selling price or a death results from enforcing this proposal?

Yes- the fact that every resident in this area has the right to voluntarily enter into a heritage agreement to

protect their property- let those that want to do it and leave the rest ALONE!

These guideline are ok as long as they are guidlelines, not hard & fast rules. As for siting in middle of lot -

my house is over 100 years old, on a 66 foot lot, with house sited 2 feet from property line!
Garage doors should be permitted for lots that have no backlane.

If you want Heritage Protection, do it on a voluntary basis. People can choose to add their own property to

the heritage register, and it goes on their title. That way, if the desgination impacts their property value, it is

their own decision. Stop forcing people to risk their equity by irresponsibly playing with the value of their

properties. The activitsts in the neighbourhood should spend more time trying to convince their neighbours
to voluntarily designate their properties. If the idea of an HCA is so popular, then they will have no trouble

getting lots of people to voluntarily designate.

There has been no clear definition of what the process would be for application/review/approval for any of
the three levels of protection. Who reviews and recommends before an Advanced gets to city council? If
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there is a technical review panel (of architecture and contracting experts) their judgement should be final

(not subject to a council chamber swayed by letter-writing or phone calls). If there is a committee of

community members, then it must be a truly representative panel, with membership from across the city--

because preservation and development are issues of city-wide concern.

Decisions made about renos / demos do NOT just impact one neighbourhood, and a body like the

community heritage commission and any technical review panels MUST be fully representative of the city as

a whole. This would ensure that issues of heritage and redevelopment are discussed in a city-wide fashion.

Issues from other neighbourhoods could then be given equal weight in the discussion. No neighbourhood is

an island.

We feel there should not be a mandatory design guideline.
continuing my comment from previous section: And throughout the Heritage Control Period, city council has

repeatedly bent to the will of this vocal minority, refusing any kind of rationale approach to slowing

development, or showing the least bit of understanding for homeowners caught unawares by their hardline

approach. I'm 100% against any HCA protections BECAUSE of how council has conducted itself.
Design guidelines should be voluntary.
Up to homeowner

I would prefer a well-designed house of "steel and glass" to the pseudo arts and crafts houses built in the

area now.

Design guidelines should be voluntary
I noticed a house being built in Glenbrooke that has a garage that is part of the front facade with entry from

the side rather than the fro nt. Would like to make sure that it is clear there are NO garages in the front of the
house with front or side facing doors.
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Are we missing anything? (100 words)
Response

Count

58 responses

In a city a tiny as New Westminster, making Queen's Park an HCA is a terrible idea. Queen's Park should

slowly transition into a much higher density neighbourhood. It is an uptown neighbourhood and needs to be

developed like one -- with lots and lots of townhomes and density.

My house has been renovated so many times it does not reflect a home from 1929 at all. I'm fine with that as

it still fits the area. But I don't agree to any restructions to update a current home.. New build yes..If you want
these restrictions...will you give me the money to make the chances to what you want? I may consider...if

not.. Personal Information This is my investment. If you want me to keep something...provide me with compensation as

an offer and we'll talk. And I'm someone who loves the charm of the area...but this is too far!
would no be overly rigid on colour

Original windows aren't always in good order. Why not allow appropriately designed windows as

replacements?

This sounds extremely restrictive unless it's a designated heritage home.
Form and architectural details only.
Common sense!
REMOVE COLOR SCHEME!! Also create exemption for solar panel and efficiency or earthquake updates
Yes put this to vote put the question out there lets really see
Get out of the publics face, again Joe taxpayer does not want more bylaws on what the government thinks

they should do on their own private property.

These should not be mandatory! Guidelines and recommendations, but not required. Violation of my human

rights as a home owner! Not part of a strata, can cause extra financial cost to home owner who is trying to

keep their own energy efficient or maintain it to keep it looking nice. More houses may be left and not
maintained due to these restrictions.

for saving energy costs/environmental reasons I think newer windows should be allowed.
Need very clear guidelines of what is considered for reno / demo permits. No interior elements should be

taken into consideration of heritage merit. The review should be technical only, not political. Any review

panels/commissions must be represenative of the entire city and diversity of backgrounds, not stacked with

local stakeholders opposed to any change. The review should take into account market and financial

considerations of the scope of work required. In addition to design guidelines, there must be very clear
i
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incentives: If you restore, for example, you automatically get additional density, a laneway house, and/or
secondary suites.

My house has been every colour there is--- which one would you like?
Restoring a heritage house is a very expensive proposition. Demolishing and replacing is much quicker and

cheaper. What about some incentives to encourage restoration, like increased density on the lot, laneway,

carriage homes, suites, suites above garages?
Take color out though - its only paint after all

Exclude paint colours from design guidelines - it is too restrictive.
NO to HERITAGE CONSERVATION AREA. The Heritage group controls the so called Queens Park Association

that does not elect any directors. The latest survey from 188 participants resulted in some 80 rejections

likely because the Heritage Group are fudging the survey. At the Conservation Event March 8th Personal Information
Pretty crazy how aggressive these folks can be was an owner response. The group also stated

that they have 2 council members in their pocket. No democracy!

Do the conservationists want to foot the bill for any issues that may arise due to age, safety, seismic issues?

Be more open-minded please - there are many new builds that can have character and fit with the
streetscape. Let's have some common sense and rationality here please.

I'm not in favour of regulating colours.
would authentic colours mean what was originally on house? Originally almost all houses in city were brown!
Stop trying to dictate to us what we can and cannot do to our house that we have paid over $1 million for.

The conservationists, sitting in their "ivo ry towers" are trying to dictate what I can do with my own house.
Appalling and frightening!

cities like San Francisco have beautiful houses with bright colours and Queens Park should encourage similar

paint colours.

There shouldn't be any!!!
Elected council or there representatives dictating to property owners
The devil is in the details! The devil is in the details. The devil is in the details. See previous comment
please.

The design elements are too restrictive. The heritage elements you suggest protecting do not necessarily fit

with a modern families' needs. The wording here is ambiguous- what is "authentic colour scheme"? Why limit

natural lighting? Old, small windows are not necessarily appealing.

They should not be mandatory, especially doors and windows... This is so excessive! One should als o have

the right to their own landscape due to their capabilities and financial situation Not to mention the bugs19
that
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the right to their own landscape due to their capabilities and financial situation. Not to mention the bugs that
rip up the grass and our watering restrictions!!!

How many tens of thousands of dollars has the City spent on appeasing the wealthy, retired denizens of

Queen's Park on this issue? How many tens of thousands more will be spent? Yet, this winter, I couldn't get

snow cleared from my street. Is there any hope that potholes in my area will be filled in the reasonable

future? When will Mayor Cote and council govern for the good of the entire community instead of the
mobilized minority of one overly represented neighbourhood.

What does the HCA do to urge current homeowners to maintain their run-down houses? Nothing. It actually

encourages them to do nothing to keep up their houses, hoping that they actually fall down because their

lots are worth more empty than they are with a structure on it. So how will the HCA actually encourage the
revitalization of the neighbourhood? I have my doubts. I think it will simply lock in the streetscape as it

appears now: many beautiful houses, and a number of ugly, decrepit structures waiting to fall down with

owners without incentive to change that.

We have a choice. Do we want Queen's Park to be a living history museum, catering to upper-middle-class

folks in middle-age or their senior years, or do we want a thriving, diverse neighbourhood with families, and
a mixture of young and old, representing different income brackets. Invoking an HCA achieves only one of

those options by putting out a sign: "Choose to invest in a different neighbourhood."

Despite the neighbourhood's many beautifully restored homes, almost every street in Queen's Park is also

pock-marked by run down houses. If the QP community and council are so concerned, why don't they

address the cause of the issue: the current owners of these properties, who have let their houses fall into

disrepair through years or decades of neglect and lack of maintenance. If current residents aren't placing

value on heritage restoration, why should new owners bear the disproportionate burden?

Too restrictive. Again infringing on property owners rights. I worry that if this is passed in Queen's Park -

similar recommendations will be made in other parts of New West. I did not vot for council to determine what

my home can and can not look like.

Too restrictive. Too resistant to change. There should be more focus on increased density and alternative

housing types. Large lots with single dwellings are wastefull and should be discouraged.
Should not apply.

New builds shouldn't be allowed to maximize the lot potential by obliterating the front yard and dwarfing or

blocking the light to the houses on either side.

I would not include paint colour. Too much potential for controversy.
Agree with most. However, colour should not be dictated by the City.
Don't include colour!
I am okay with it except, sometimes modern materials make more sense from a longevity point of view, eg
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hardieboard. Colours should not be decided by the City.
I agree with this somewhat. Am concerned for the financial burden this may put on new home buyers that

move or have moved to the area. I am nearing 65yrs of age, and fortunate to buy in Queens Park but was

only able to afford a modest home. This was to be my place of retirement & now concerned about addtional

financial burdens.
No guide lines

landscaping - see previous thoughts for design and materials in keeping with the period
No guidelines
Similar to my previous comment I just don't see how this can be realistically enforced. There are many

violations already in the neighbourhood. As soon as you tell one home to conform they will be looking at

their neighbours' homes and insisting they do as well. I'd rather not live in a neighbourhood where my

neighbours have the power to have me punished for every minor infraction. This is not how you nurture

community togetherness. It's one thing to enforce on new builds and prevent big box homes, another thing

trying to enforce on regular day-to-day basis on existing homes.

As per my previous comment some of the materials in a 100+ year old house should be replaced for

example knob and tube wiring, tinder dry old wood etc. not to mention top floors with no fire exit.
Let those that want these restrictions to voluntarily restrict -

Some original materials have deteriorated to point of needing replacement, and it is extremely expensive to

get replica materials. And there have been many colors used over the years, choice should be up to

homeowner.

It is far too expensive to restore original features. This is not practical.
I'd support heritage preservation but for how city council has acted during the Control Period. Current

owners, who are the ones that decided to let their houses to fall into disrepair, are able to win the real

estate jackpot because their neighbours on the heritage commission and council reward them with a demo

permit. But people who bought just before the control period began and are looking to invest their families'

futures in Queen's Park are PUNISHED by council, who sometimes voting against city staff or technical review
recommendations.

The HCA does nothing to encourage current owners to restore their properties. It's all restrictions and

punitive measures. There are no incentives or inducements, which many other jurisdictions use to encourage

heritage retention.

We feel there should not be a mandatory design guideline.
The term "authentic heritage character" is incredibly problematic, as no house in Queen's Park -- save any

that have been untouched in 50+ years could be said to be "authentic." Renovating the interior of a historic
house to update a kitchen remove an oil tank or add a bathroom renders a heritage house just as
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"inauthentic" as a new-build built according to heritage design guidelines. Unless someone is living in a
p
house with asbestos and knob-and-tube wiring, no one involved in this issue is talking about "authentic

heritage character."

Regarding the authentic colour scheme, perhaps not too strict, I.e. Would Benjamin Moore Hertiage Colours

still be acceptable?

Design guidelines should be voluntary.
The cost of restoration and the difficulty of finding craftspeople to complete projects. Not everyone is
capable
doing
work
re he ofthe
r g the
t eleme
s o

Lets take some care here. There are great cost in returning haritage values. Not everyone may have the

$$$$
Yes to complete this.

Design
guidelines should be voluntary
No
5 53

Did we miss anything? (100 words)
Response

Count

57 responses

Are you kidding me! I'm not in a strata! This is my property.
I wish this survey was not anonymous,too easy to skew results
Landscape materials: historic materials is vague.
Some people can't afford such lavish gardens and we should show diversity
Who is going to "police" these things? Seems like we're handing over the entire neighbourhood to the

heritage preservationists. We like our homes, but we don't obsess about every little detail the way they do. I
don't want to be told what my yard should look like!
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don t want to be told what my yard should look like!
You are imposing WAY too many "guidelines" that are really restrictions. Low fences are illegal if you have a

pool. Big old trees sometimes threaten the home but are currently not allowed to be removed. Why would

anyone want to plant one?

Leave these things up to owners.
what does "views screened into yard" mean? Backyard fences don't have to be low. focus only on

hardscape not plants

There should be no guidelines for landscape
first we are told that we cant cut our trees down with the new bylaw, and we are going to be told what we

can or cant plant

Again the government should not try to legislate what private homeowners can do on Private Property
What if I am unable to maintain my garden and can't afford to hire someone...a stone garden would be an

alternative but wouldn't fall into your guidelines. so would i be forced to let it go wild and over grown. I think
this looks worse.

Much more emphasis in the HCA must be placed on the fact that the "heritage character" of a neighbourhood

is more about streetscape and streetlife than the mere preservation of buildings. Queen's Park needs new

people moving in, kids going to the local school, diverse families shopping at nearby shops. In many cases,

a dilapidated house is best replaced with a new-build that shows pride of ownership, than a rental property
that isn't maintained. The over-emphasis on preservation of everything in all states simply advertises that

only a particular type of like-minded person should move into the neighbourhood.

I think someone is getting carried away with some of this, I have lived in this house for 57 years and this

neighbourhood for 70 years, I don't think anyone can tell me how to landscape my yard.

Perhaps some of these rules would need to be relaxed to encourage density: laneway, carriage houses, etc.

Please see previous comment
Specify no fake turf,
no astro turf please!

Restrict designs that call for gravelor all hard surafce (lie asphalt, concrete pavers, cement) in front yards,

keep front yards landscaped or grass.

The Historic Distric and how the homes and gardens have developed over the past 100 years has brough

such a wide diversity of landscapes. HCA will not change that and owners have rights to develope their own

landscapes and owners should have the right to privacy. This section is clearly a benefit to the heritage

society who parade tourist and sightseers around our streets and invade the privacy of our home and other
homes. We feel sick enough with HCA and what this Heritage Group want in control of our property. City
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Council should stop HCA now,
between pavers on driveways - use compacted gravel or plant material like grass, wooly thyme, etc.
What about high impenetrable hedges? I'm not in favour. Also I'm very unhappy about homes that replace

grass with "astro turf" lawns. In addition to the lack of aesthetic appeal, this also can have negative

consequences to the natural drainage. Don't know where to say this, but garages should be at the back of
the house and never in front or facing the street.

gragages also important - please do not allow attached garages facing front of house!!!!
Beware that on a smartphone, the selection of Yes and No is sometimes confusing. I pressed Yes, and

received No on a number of occasions. So had to slide to get Yes. I went back through my answers to make

corrections.

Insistpeople use bricks pavers for sidewalks or driveways instead of concrete or asphalt, it would enhance
historic feel for the neighborhood.

Should not apply
Back lane fences often need to be high for security and privacy. So too with side fences.
Should be no heritage guidelines
no
Lawn alternatives allowed. Existing high fences OK?
The devil is in the details. Do you detect a theme here?! Maybe add a section called "Balance: the ideal will
be balanced by the reality of the existing property."

Far too restrictive. Doesn't give the property owner enough say into the design elements.
What about water restrictions, bugs in grass, people's capabilities, time, financial situation??? You can not

make this mandatory. It also takes away people's freedom to be creative or make decisions on their own

home

If you're forcing new residents to spend their own money to make their renos and new builds fit what a vocal

minority of QPers demand, then the city should also FORCE existing homeowners to redo their landscaping at

their own cost to match these guidelines. If city council thinks it's okay to punish one set of homeowners,

then it should equally punish ALL homeowners.

I've attended a couple open houses and without fail, opposition to or support for the HCA divides along the
lines of age: those who are older support the HCA, and younger people do not. The city government really

has to consider which of those two demographics represent the future of the city.

No clear definition of what the process will be for reno/demo application review and approval has been

given If it hasn't been designed yet how can we as citizens and ratepayers know whether the HCA will be
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given. If it hasn t been designed yet, how can we as citizens and ratepayers know whether the HCA will be
implemented in a fair and transparent fashion? Will there be an independent process to pursue appeals of

decisions?

How come the city conveniently excludes its own buildings in Queen's Park from the HCA area, which means

it can simply demolish the Arenex instead of rebuilding/restoring it as soon as it becomes convenient? Why

one set of rules for owners of private property, but another set for the municipal government that purports
to support the HCA principles? If councillors support preservation principles when someone else is footing

the bill, then they need to equally support them when the city is on the hook.
Shouldn't apply

Front and side yards should be maintained for new builds and not sacrificed in the desire for higher density.
The "feel" of the streetscape is very important and must be maintained.
This should apply to new construction primarily.
There should be no more astro turf lawns! Or fake anything.
you did not specify "low" as to fences. Fences should be permitted to be higher alpong alleyways because

there is so much "nuisance" vandalism (around Sullivan Park)

This is too restrictive...again an additional financial burden. I agree with walls, fences,& pergola & lighting

statement.

No guide lines
No guidelines
I will re-iterate that I feel like what people are most worried about is having big looming box homes built next

to them, not the height of someone's fence and plant selection... Trying to force these restrictions on

existing homes and even new homes once they are already built feels draconian and frankly, quite petty.
Site layout, does this include fill in homes suites o r is the proposal to have those demolished? What about
homes without off street parking. is it not reasonable for an owner to build a reasonable size garage?

Yes- missed the fact you are involuntarily imposing YOUR right over mine with this!
These guidelines are much too restrictive.
continuing my comment from the previous section: The casual vindictiveness of city council's actions during

the Heritage Control Period, when negotiation and compromise might've achieved mutually-positive

outcomes, reveals a lot about the mayor and councillors as individuals. At one council meeting, a councillor

bragged about how councillors could deliberately cost people and developers money by delaying

decisions--that is the epitome of an unethical attitude held by one individual on this council.

If city councillors feel strongly that the HCA will have only positive impacts on properly values for all
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homeowners, as they seem to claim, then they should put their money where their mouth is. Before the HCA

is approved: Guarantee property value increases, or guarantee that compensation will be paid to any home

owners who cannot recoup their original purchase price or who see a decrease in assessed value.
We feel there should not be a mandatory design guideline.

Any committees reviewing/recommnending applications must be broadly representative of the city as a

whole. I was a member of a municipal board on heritage in a major Canadian city, and membership was not

just based on interest or expertise in the topic. We were required, by mandate, to have representation from

all geographic areas of the city AND from many different backgrounds (cultural, economic, occupational, age

and gender). There was e ven a provision that there needed to be a rep of First Nations descent.
Design guidelines should be voluntary.
Shouldn't apply

Perhaps you should also consider changing the light standards and replacing creosote-laden poles to

improve the streetscape instead of enforcing such high standards of landscape design
Design guidelines should be voluntary
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Design Guidelines for New Residential Architecture
A high proportion of the houses in Queen's Park are considered h istoric and possess a common
palette of materials, leading to a sense of cohesion within the neighbourhood. Residents and
visitors appreciate Queen's Park as an intact and historic neigh bourhood, not just a collection of
older homes. The whole neighbourhood has a heritage character, even where new homes have

been added to Queen's Park.
The design guidelines below are for newly constructed buildings. The goal of these design
guidelines is to ensure that new buildings r eflect the New Westminster Traditional Style and are
compatib le with adjacent buildings and the streetscape.
Design Guideline Elements
Form: the configur ation of the new building (shape, mass, scale, proportion, rhythm,
texture, articulation) must be compatible to neighbouring buildings w ithin the streetscape
context
Siting: front setbacks must be consistent w ith adjacent properties'; auxiliary buildings must
be a the rear of properties; and garage doors must not be part of a street-facing building
fac;:ade
Traditional Style: new build ings must be consistent with the overall character of existing
buildings on t he street
Roof Design: roofs must be gabled in keeping w ith t he h istoric buildings in the
neighbourhood
Porches and Verandahs: an open porch or verandah is an integral part of Traditional
Architecture
Windows and Doors: these do not need to be exact r eproductions of historic styles but
should match the prevailing vertical emphasis and reference t he established rhythm of
openings in facades of heritage buildi ngs in the streetscape
Materials: these should conform to the overall context of t he pre-1 929 buildings of the
neighbourhood, w ith honest use of materials and simp le and logical application of their
forms and proportions

Are these the right elements to include?
Yes

No

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area
Survey
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Design Guidelines for Changes to Existing Buildings
These guidelines are for all protected properties in Queen's Park (proposed to be defined as pre1929 buildings and including those already designated or listed on the Heritage Register). These
guidelines are based upon the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada, which define the principles of good conservation practice.
Design Guideline Elements
Form: wherever possible, the configuration of the heritage building (shape, mass, scale,
proportion, rhythm, texture, articulation, colour) should be uncovered or left in place and
preserved
• Architectural Details: remaining original architectural details should be identified and
rehabilitated
Windows and Doors: every attempt should be made to retain the original windows or
replace inappropriate later windows with replicas of the originals
Materials: original materials should be left in place, or exposed when covered but intact;
new materials should be consistent with both the style and age of the building
Colour: buildings should return to an authentic colour scheme

•

Are these the right elements to include?
Yes

Are we missing anything? (1 00 words)
Type here

No
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Design Guidelines for Landscape Design
The heritage landscape character of the Queen's Park neighbourhood is created by the
experience of its open space. This includes the private r esidential property from the building to
the property line as well as t he public open space.
Design Guideline Elements
• Site Layout : organization of yard should take cues f rom t he house design and consider
views, particu larly those to the Fraser River
Views and Permeability: fences and ot her elements along the property line should be low;
p roperty lines between lots should not always be delineated; and views should be
screened into the yard

Grade Changes: many buildings a re at a grade above the street, a nd should have a

•

•

•

•

stepped transition ver sus a plain grass slope
Planting Design: trees, foundat ion planting, border p lanting, lawns, etc. should be
established in the Traditional Style of t he neighbourhood
Driv eways and Wa lkways: long driveways are common and should be designed to reduce
t he aesthetic and environmental impact of large paved areas; walkways should be distinct
from driveways
Walls, Fences and Pergolas: fences should be low; pergolas or archways at t he front
walkway historically emphasize the pedestrian entrance or t he sideyard walkway;
contemporary materials ar e suitable
lighting: use subtle fi xtures and lighting t hat direct light downward versus into
neighbou ring properties or the sky
La ndscape Materials: high quality contemporary and historic materials should be used
Plant Select ion: any p lant may be used provided it is in the right place to allow for growth,
composition and views

Are th ese the right elements t o include?
Yes

No

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area
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A UTILE BIT ABOUT YOU

Have you participat ed in consultation on the Queen's Park Heritage
Conservation Area before today?
Yes

No

Do you live in Queen's Park?
Yes

..

ﾷｾ＠

No

0. 19

20.34
35-49
50 . 64
65+

Do you rent o r own?

Rent

Own

Thank You!
Your input is important. The feedback you have provided today will be systhesized and
consolidated into a report that w ill be presented t o Council and to the community. The draft
policy will be adjusted according to the feedback we receive from the community.
For more information, please visit the project web page:
https:/ /www.newwestcity.ca/ heritage/queens-park-neig hbourhood-study
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DESIGN GUIDELINES

The character of Queen's Park is dependent upon its entire collection of buildings, landscape,
and streetscape elements. It is essential that all components work together to provide a
harmonious appearance. The overall framework should be a cohesive and visually appealing
streetscape based on authentic historic character.
The currently existing Design Guidelines for the Queen's Park neighbourhood were created in
1999 for the Historic District and are voluntary. The Design Guidelines are being fully updated as
part of the Heritage Conservation Area Review and would become mandatory if the Heritage
Conservation Area is implemented. The updated guidelines will be informed by "The Standards
and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in CanadaH, best practices in heritage
design, as well as feedback gathered from Council, stakeholders and the community. There are
three sections in the design guidelines: New Residential Architecture, Changes to existing
buildings and landscape design.

Traditional Architectural Cha racter of New Westminster
Architectural styles are reflective of the time period in which they flourished. As such, there is an
established collection of architectural elements that are considered to be associated with New
Westminster's history. These elements provide the basis for defining the traditional architecture
of New Westminster:
Siting in the middle of the lot;
Landscaped gardens;
• Peaked (triangular) roofs;
• Shingled roofs;
Raised first floor;
Open lower level front porches or verandahs;
Vertically oriented windows;
• Wooden doors; and
• Wooden or stucco siding.

Compatibility with the Streetscape
Based on the need for changes to "fit in" with adjacent architectural context and streetscape not
just a particular historic style. This is to ensure that new construction reflects the diverse range
of character that is key to Queen's Park's value.

Should the Design Guidelines focus on traditional New Westminster
architectural character and compatibility with the streetscape?
Yes

No

The Design Guidelines focus on a Traditional Architectural Style, which would
not typically include contemporary rooflines and massing or materials such as
glass and steel. Is t his an appropriate response?
Yes

Back

No

Next
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Currently it is proposed that the Heritage Conservation Area will not be
applicable to properties that are zoned commercial, institutional or multi-family
(RM or RT). Do you agree with leaving those properties out?
Yes

No

There are 6 apartment buildings in the Queen's Park neighbourhood which are
not zoned for higher density (and sit on the RS-1 zoned lots). These properties
are proposed to be included in the Heritage Conservation Area and would be
protected based on their age. Do you agree with including these properties?
Yes

No

Do you have any other comments on the Heritage Conservation Area? (1 00
words)
Type here

Back I

Next
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A Note on Policy Flexibility: It is understood that there will likely be exceptional cases in each category of protection. As
such, there would be provisions mode relating to how an applicant may request o change to how the policy applies to
their property.

Did we get this right? What level of protection should Colonial Era homes have
(homes built prior to 1900)?

Back I
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Background
For an area to be considered for this level of protection, it must demonstrate distinct heritage
value and character as a whole. The Queen's Park neighbourhood falls within this category. A
Heritage Conservation Area would place a layer of heritage protection on all identified properties
within the neighbourhood. However, there can be different levels of protection for different
character elements and/or construction activities w ithin the Heritage Conservation Area.
Overall, Heritage Conservation Areas have three parts:
1) Historic character description, and justification for protection

Why is the Queen's Park neighbourhood unique? Why does it deserve heritage proteaion?
2) Heritage protection (requiring Council approval for some kinds of construction)

What level of heritage protection should the houses have? Which activities should be regulated?
3) Design Guidelines

What should new construction or renovations look like in this neighbourhood?

Using Community Input
Properties in the Queen's Park neighbourhood range in page from pre-1900 to today.
Community consultation indicates that the character of the neighbourhood as a whole is valued,
and that the older properties are more strongly valued than later properties.

As such, through the proposed Heritage Conservation Area policy, the oldest houses in t he
community (Pre-1 900- 1929} are proposed to have the highest level of heritage protection in
which major changes to the front and sides of the building (including demolition) would require

approval by Council.
Wartime Era (1930-1949) houses are proposed to be subject to review and approval by Council's
delegate for demolition only.
Newer houses (1 950-today) are proposed not to be subject to heritage protection.
Renovation to properties with the highest level of protection, and all new houses built would be

required to be designed in accordance with a set of Design Guidelines.

Back

Next
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INTRODUCTION

The City of New Westminster has been working with the community to explore heritage
conservation approaches in the Queen's Park Neighbourhood since 2013.
We are looking for your input on a draft Heritage Conservation Area, which is a policy that would
provide both heritage protection and design control. The proposed provisions of this policy were
presented to council on February 20,2017.
The policy would apply only to residentially zoned properties (single-detached dwellings) and

proposes a three-tier system of heritage protection, based on building age.
Proposed design guidelines have also been developed. They provide direction for new
residential architecture, so that it is designed in a way that is compatible with existing heritage
structures on surrounding properties. The guidelines are based on ensuring new houses fit with
the context of existing buildings and the streetscape, and do not require a particular historic
style. There are also proposed guidelines for landscaping and renovations to protected
buildings.
We want to hear from you!

Your input will inform any revisions to the Heritage Conservation Area policy and design
guidelines prior to presentation of the final draft to council.
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6.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

6.1

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area: Draft Policy Provisions
Britney Quail, Planning Analyst, provided a PowerPoint presentation summarizing
details regarding the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (HCA) draft policy
provisions as outlined in the report dated March 21, 2017.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following
information:
• The boundaries for the Queen’s Park HCA would be from Sixth Street to
Queen’s Park and Royal Avenue to Sixth Avenue;
• There are approximately 65 heritage districts in British Columbia, and it is
anticipated that the Queen’s Park HCA would be one of the largest areas;
• RM zoned apartment buildings have not been included as part of the HCA.
However, there are six apartment buildings in the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood which are located on RS-1 zoned lots, and would therefore
qualify;
• The majority of the buildings zoned institutional in the neighbourhood,
such as the Armoury and Queen’s Park Arena, have been designated or
registered as heritage buildings;
• While the HCA would not automatically designate and register all homes in
Queen’s Park, designation and registration would still be options available
to property owners, should they wish to increase the heritage protection on
their home;
• The environmental aspect of retaining homes is not included as part of the
scope of the HCA; however, sustainability would be addressed via the
Design Guidelines;
• Currently, should a property owner wish to demolish their home, they
would be required to apply for a demolition permit; however, the HCA
would provide additional levels of review for demolitions in Queen’s Park;
• Permits would be required for changes to the front, front roof line, and
sides of homes protected through the HCA. This would leave room for
expansion or additions at the rear of properties;
• As the HCA area is so large, and there are time constraints to complete the
policy work, it was decided to not include landscaping features, such as
stone walls. Landscaping features may be included for protection at a later
date;
• The HCA would be effective immediately and indefinitely, if implemented.
The HCA would be evaluated at set time lengths, such as every ten years;
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• The Design Guidelines would address new architecture, changes to existing
homes and landscaping.
• The Design Guidelines and the heritage protection provisions will include
the results of community consultation;
• The HCA does not alter the zoning of a property, therefore the HCA would
not affect infill in Queen’s Park;
• Changes to the front of a home would be permitted if the HCA is
implemented. A permit would be required and the design would have to be
consistent with the Design Guidelines; and,
• It is not clear why there are few homeowners in Queen’s Park who
previously volunteered to register or designate their homes.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted the following comments:
• There could be additional tools to encourage home owners to designate
their homes;
• Concerns were expressed regarding the lack of regulation for the rear of a
home, as it is expected that is where the majority of additions are located.
Additions may change the context of the building;
• The Design Guidelines could include inclusive language regarding
renovations or additions to the front of a home to ensure accessibility
features could be integrated when required;
• Residents may have concerns regarding resale value of their homes if it
were to be designated; and,
• Residents may be unaware that designating their home is an option that is
available.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the presentation regarding the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area:
Draft policy provisions be received for information.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
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Excerpt from March 28, 2017
Draft New Westminster Design Panel Minutes

4.1

Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Conservation Area: Residential
Design Guidelines
DP00615
Britney Quail, Planning Analyst, summarized the report dated March 28, 2017,
regarding a full draft of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood’s residential design
guidelines. These new guidelines focus on compatibility with the existing
streetscapes rather than a prescriptive architectural style. The guidelines are being
updated as part of a proposal to implement a Heritage Conservation Area in the
Queen’s Park neighbourhood, through which the guidelines could become
mandatory for some exterior renovations and new construction. Should the
Heritage Conservation Area not be implemented, the design guidelines would
update the existing, voluntary Queen’s Park Historic District guidelines (published
in 1999).
Donald Luxton, Donald Luxton and Associates, and Margot Long and Joelle Sept,
PWL Partnership, provided an on-table PowerPoint presentation summarizing
details of the project as outlined the report dated March 28, 2017.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Luxton, Ms. Long and Ms. Sept
provided the following information:
• The guidelines suggest utilizing a mix of materials in order to provide
visual interest;
• Implementing a numeric point system to rate new build proposals could be
difficult due to the variety of architectural styles that exist in Queen’s Park;
• Illustrations will be included in the guidelines following the finalization of
the content;
• The landscaping guidelines would apply to new buildings or the major
rehabilitation of an existing home; and,
• Lower hedges were suggested in the guidelines based on feedback received
from the community.
In addition, Ms. Quail provided the following information:
• Landscaping guidelines were included based on feedback received from the
community;
• Alterations to the rear of a building could would not be subject to the
Design Guidelines; however, all additions would be subject to the
applicable single detached dwelling (usually RS-1) zoning regulations,
which include site coverage restrictions;
1
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• A separate garage would be considered an auxiliary building; and,
• It is not yet been determined if new build single family homes will require
landscape architectural plans, by a certified landscape architect.

Discussion ensued, and the Panel noted the following comments:
• The guidelines are clear, flexible and easy to understand;
• It was suggested that additional clarification could be provided for the
materials used, as cementitious siding is shown in both the acceptable and
non-acceptable columns;
• Rear additions could be included and subject to the design guidelines, as
such an addition to a heritage home may affect its context; and,
• It was suggested that Part A – Choice of Material may be too prescriptive.

2
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